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INTRODUCTION
Outside of San Francisco Bay, Mugu Lagoon ranks among the largest coastal
wetland systems in the state, and is one of the most valuable to fish and
wildlife. A feature of this coastal wetland which differentiates it from
most other large systems is that it is owned in its entirety by the Navy
(Anaheim Bay is also under Navy ownership). It is because of Navy ownership
that the area has not been threatened with the myriad of development
proposals inflicted upon numerous other wetlands along California's coast.
It is also because of this relatively unthreatened status that the Department
of Fish and Game has not reported its resource values heretofore.
The purpose of this report is (1) to document the natural resources of Mugu
Lagoon, (2) describe the uses that those resources receive, (3) enumerate
the problems that affect them, and (4) recommend measures that will maintain
and enhance this wetland area now and in the future. It is intended as a
guide to those responsible for resource maintenance of the Lagoon, including
the Navy, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Department of Fish and
Game, as well as to provide information to those interested in the status and
future of the Lagoon .
This report has been prepared under contract to and fully funded by the Office
of Biological Services of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The goals and
purpose of this federal office are to review the impact on fish and wildlife
resources of land, mineral and water development practices; construction of
inshore pipeline canals and refineries; power plant construction/operation
and urban development. This report, and five other southern California reports,
covering Agua Hedionda (San Diego County), Anaheim Bay-Huntington Harbour
1
(Orange County), the northern Santa Barbara County coastal wetlands,
Carpinteria Marsh (Santa Barbara County) and the Nipomo :Dunes and
Wetlands (San Luis Obispo County), are part of the Department's "Coastal
Wetland Series." Other reports of the series are listed inside of the
front cover.
The western arm of the lagoon extends upcoast nearly 3.5 miles. (D.S. Navy photo)
2
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SUMMARY
Mugu Lagoon is located on the coastal margin of the Oxnard Plain in Ventura
County, some 50 miles northwest of Los Angeles. In the early 1900s the
lagoon and surrounding wetlands paralleled the coast for nearly four miles,
extended more than a mile inland, and covered approximately 3,000 acres.
Today the wetlands lie entirely within the U. S. Navy, Pacific Missile Test
Center (PMTC). First established as a Naval Air Station in 1946, the base
has since grown to be one of the world's most advanced missile testing
centers and one of the most important military facilities in the western
United States.
The area surrounding Mugu Lagoon is rich in Indian history, but was isolated
during subsequent hispanic times and remained little used until its acquisi-
tion by the Navy in the early 1940s. The need for military security resulted
in early fencing of the wetlands and rigorous exclusion of the public. In
the late 1940s, the central portion of the lagoon was dredged to a depth of
about 30 feet to provide fill for military construction which was carried
out on adjacent marsh and uplands. Today, approximately one-half of the
original wetlands remain and serve as extremely valuable habitat for fish
and wildlife.
The Mugu Lagoon watershed covers some 340 square miles and is drained by
Calleguas Creek, its tributaries and a series of intermittent streams that
discharge into the central portion of the lagoon. Mountainous areas of the
watershed reach elevations of over 3,500 feet and despite the Mediterranean
climate and relatively low regional rainfall (10 to 20 inches per year),
3
heavy winter rains promote rapid runoff and cause extensiye flooding along
Calleguas Creek. This problem has been compounded by urbanization of the
upper watershed and by use of Calleguas Creek for disposal of both treated
sewage effluent and agricultural runoff.
Two sandspits protect the lagoon from open ocean waves, thus encouraging
the deposition of fine silts and clays. Continued sedimentation is steadily
reducing the lagoon's tidal prism (volume of water moving in or out with the
tides), increasing the frequency of inlet closure and promoting the eventual
succession of Mugu's wetlands into nonmarine upland habita.ts. In order to
minimize flooding and other potential problems on the PMTC site, the Navy
now only permits the ocean inlet to close off for a few days before bulldozing
a new inlet across the beach.
Environmental conditions within Mugu Lagoon are still dominated by the tides
and except for periods of a few days following heavy winter rains, water
characteristics within the lagoon generally remain closely similar to those
offshore.
The Pacific Missile Test Center contains a wide variety of both natural and
artificial wildlife habitats: 290 acres of ocean beach and dunes, 311 acres
of subtidal lagoon, ppnds and channels, 123 acres of intertidal flats and
1,011 acres of salt marsh and salt pans. The remaining acreage (approximately
3,100 acres) is divided between a variety of disturbed open space habitats,
base housing and military installations of all kinds. Immediately adjacent to
the PMTC are two privately owned and operated duck hunting clubs that provide
up to 620 acres of freshwater pond habitats for migratory waterfowl, shorebirds
and nongame species.
4
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LagoO!l provides one of the few surviving examples of the diverse
and highly productive ecosystems that once flourished in many of the
estuaries and lagoons along the southern California coast. Primary pro-
ducers within the wetlands include phytoplankton, attached algae, aquatic
flowering plants (eelgrass and ditch grass) and the salt marsh vegetation.
The lagoon harbors a rich zooplankton fauna as well as nearly 200 species
of benthic macroinvertebrates; twenty-five species of fish--from the two-
inch arrow gobi to eight-foot blue sharks--have been recorded from the
lagoon. Several of these species spawn in the lagoon, while others enter
as fingerlings and return to the ocean as they near adulthood.
To date, a total of 191 species of birds have been identified from the
lagoon and its environs. Mugu forms an integral part of the Pacific
Flyway and migrant water-associated birds are particularly abundant; an
estimated 10,000 birds overwintered here during the 1971-72 season. Twenty-
five species of waterfowl and 26 different shorebirds are known to occur at
the lagoon, along with loons, grebes, pelicans, cormorants, herons, egrets,
ibis, rails, gulls and terns. Landbirds are also plentiful on the PMTC.
Five endangered species are represented: California brown pelican, light-
footed clapper rail, California least tern, American peregrine falcon and
Belding's savannah sparrow.
Reptiles and mammals are common, but remain poorly known. Several species
of mice, gophers and rabbits are the most abundant of the 23 mrummals
recorded to date. The lagoon is a hauling ground for harbor seals and
California sea lions are frequent visitors.
Appropriative uses of the lagoon's natural resources include duck and rabbit
hunting and dip netting for bait fish (principally topsmelt) by military and
civilian base personnel.
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A carefully controlled program of scientific and educational pursuits is
the principal nonappropriative use of the lagoon's natural resources.
Picnicking, swimming, boating, fishing (other than dip netting topsmelt)
and clamming, are not permitted within the lagoon and wetlands. All access
into both the PMTC and the. wetlands areas is rigorously controlled by the
Navy.
Existing or potential problems include: the restriction of tidal flow in
the western lagoon arm by existing and/or planned roadways, possible overuse
of the site by scientists and disruption of the natural lagoon community by
introduced species. Other potential problems that may affect the future of
the wetlands largely relate to off-site developments. These problems can be
grouped into four categories: water pollution, sedimentation and flood
control problems related to Calleguas Creek watershed; increasing urbanization
of the agricultural lands surrounding Mugu Lagoon; increasing pressure for
public recreational access; and a lack of coordinated management efforts.
The Navy's early ownership of Mugu Lagoon has resulted in the fortuitous
conservation of a major portion of the original wetlands w:hich
still comprise a resource of outstanding scientific and coastal management
value. To quote marine ecologist, Dr. Charles Peterson:
"Its continued preservation for future generations should have a
high priority among the ecological goals of California. Mugu
Lagoon should remain untouched and protected, a place where the
scientists of future generations can still see what all southern
California lagoons once resembled."
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RECOMNIENDATIONS
Mugu Lagoon possesses one of the largest wetland systems in coastal southern
California. Although the military mission of the naval base has required the
alteration of a significant portion of the Mugu wetlands, the remaining
habitats are of critical importance to numerous fish, wildlife and marine
organisms. Under the present ownership these habitats not only can be
preserved and maintained but also there is an excellent opportunity for marsh
restoration and coastal wetlands research programs at Mugu Lagoon. Therefore,
the Department of Fish and Game recommends:
1. A Mugu Lagoon Wetlands Management Committee be established to review
and coordinate military, local and regional planning as it relates to Mugu
Lagoon. The increasing public interest in the lagoon and its natural
resources could best be expressed through a committee with representation
from several levels of government. Such a committee, similar to that
associated with the Seal Beach Naval Weapons Station, could be established
through the (existing) cooperative agreement between the U. S. Navy, U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and the California Department of Fish and Game.
In addition to representation of the cooperating agencies the committee
should include representation from Ventura County, the academic community and
from interested civic groups. Functions of this committee would include
screening of research requests and reviewing all development and management
proposals having an impact upon the lagoon and its habitats.
2. The alternative flood control measures proposed for the lower reaches
of Calleguas Creek be carefully evaluated to determine their impact upon
Mugu wetland environments and ecology. Only alterations that significantly
7
reduce the problems of sedimentation, preserve or enhance the wetlands and
maintain an adequate tidal prism for healthy lagoon flushing should be
considered.
3. Watershed management policies within the Calleguas Creek drainage be
reviewed by Ventura County and other responsible agencies with the objectives
of minimizing the need for stream channelization, and reducing flood runoff
and erosion. A watershed policy limiting types of developments which
accelerate runoff and cause erosion could significantly reduce the need for
channelization of Calleguas Creek through Mugu Lagoon and also minimize the
need for future dredging within the lagoon by reducing sediment influx rates.
Urbanization of agricultural lands around PMTC should be discouraged in order
to reduce the need for additional flood control measures which would have
adverse impacts upon the wetlands.
4. The quality of waters entering Mugu Lagoon be monitored periodically.
The lagoon presently receives large quantities of sewage effluent and
agricultural and urban runoff. These sources provide a potential, either
singly or in the aggregate of degrading the quality of lagoon waters.
While discharges from the base treatment plant are monitored monthly this
procedure does not include waters entering from outside of the base.
5. A biologist be employed by the Navy to implement a natural resource
management program. The critical status of the coastal wetlands makes it
imperative that a positive program for maintenance and restoration of these
habitats be instituted. A qualified biologist would be able to assist in
implementing such a program, minimize resource use conflicts, coordinate
tour and research activities and provide liaison between the Navy, other
agencies and the proposed wetlands management committee.
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6. Dredging, filling or otherwise altering wetland habitats be prohibited
unless beneficial to the natural resources of the lagoon or vital to the
military mission. Since these wetlands are critical to the numerous fish and
wildlife, including the endangered light-footed clapper rail, every effort
should be made to conduct the military mission without further destruction
of the wetland habitats. If wetlands destruction is necessary to carry out
the military mission such losses should be mitigated in accordance with a plan
developed by the Wetland Management Committee prior to project approval.
7. A marsh restoration program be instituted. Portions of the marsh, mainly
west of Laguna Road, are in various stages of degradation. The tidegate
structure beneath the road restricts tidal flow to over 2/3 of the marsh.
Various other roads, dikes and other land fills inhibit or preclude tidal
flows over significant acreages. The institution of a long-range restoration
program would substantially improve the viability of the lagoon ecosystem.
8. Fish and wildlife oriented use o~ PMTC sewer ponds be considered as a
future use of this facility. By order of the U. S. Environmental Agency
the Navy will begin discharging its sewage into an Oxnard Sanitation District
facility in 1978, obviating the need for continued use of the ponds. Even
though it may be necessary to keep the ponds as a back-up system, it is
probable that they could also be operated in a manner benefiting fish and
wildlife .
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MUGU LAGOON AND ENVIRONS
Physical Features
Location
Mugu Lagoon is located in Ventura County on the southeastern edge of the
Oxnard Plain at 340 07' north latitude, 1190 07'_ west longitude. The cities
of Oxnard and Ventura lie about 8 and 12 miles, respectively, to the northwest.
Camarillo is nine miles to the north-northeast and the Los Angeles Civic Center
is 53 miles to the east-southeast. The general location of the site and its
proximity to other southern California coastal wetlands is shown in Plate 1.
General Description
An excellent overview of the original setting of Mugu Lagoon is provided by
the Hueneme Quadrangle topographic sheet, published by the U. S. Geological
Survey in 1901 (Plate 2). At that time Mugu was the largest of several
lagoons developed along the flat sandY coast of the Oxnard Plain (Plate 2).
The lagoon paralleled the coast for more than four miles between Middle
Point and Mugu Point, but was quite narrow, only rarely exceeding a quarter-
of-a mile in width. Calleguas Creek, which drains the southeastern portion
of the Oxnard Plain, emptied into the mid-section of the la.goon and was
bordered by extensive fringing salt marshes. The eastern arm of the lagoon
was separated from the open ocean by a narrow sandspit (approximately 400
feet wide); salt marshes were scarce here but tideflat habitats were well
developed. Wetland habitats were best developed around the western arm
of the lagoon. Here the lagoon was separated from the ocean by a broad
beach backed by well developed sand dunes and a broad strip of fringing
marshland some 1,200 feet wide. Extensive additional tideflats and salt
marshes, drained by narrow, winding tidal creeks, bordered the northern and
10
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western shores of the western arm. In all, Mugu Lagoon and its environs
included well over 3,000 acres of coastal wetland habitats (Plates 2 and 3;
Page, 1963).
Today, Mugu Lagoon and its surrounding wetlands lie entirely within the
grounds of the Pacific Missile Test Center Headquarters (PMTC). First
established as a Naval Air Station in 1946, this base became Headquarters
for the Pacific Missile Range in 1957. It has since grown to be one of the
world's most advanced missile testing centers and one of the most important
military facilities in the western United States.
The need for military security resulted in early fencing of the entire
wetlands area and exclusion of the public. Apart from a small firearms
qualifying range adjacent to Point Mugu, the eastern arm of Mugu Lagoon has
remained essentially undisturbed (Warme, 1971). Extensive areas of relatively
undisturbed salt marsh also border the western arm of the lagoon. The central
portion of the lagoon, however--originally occupied by shallow tideflats that
bordered the subtidal channel of Calleguas Creek--was dredged to a depth of
about 30 feet to provide fill for the major areas of military construction to
the north and west (Plates 3 and 5). In spite of these dredging and construction
operations about 1,400 acres of the original wetland habitats remain.
Regional Geology
Mugu Lagoon and the Oxnard Plain on which it lies, are located within the
Ventura Basin of the Transverse Ranges Province of southern California.
This geologically complex province consists of east-west trending mountain
and valley systems that cut across the general northwest-southeast structural
trend of southern California. The Ventura Basin is a folded and faulted
synclinorium bounded to the north by the Santa Ynez and Topatopa Mountains
13
and to the south by the Santa Monica Mountains. The basin has been downwarped
over the last 60 to 75 million years and contains more than 6,000 feet of
Cretaceous, Tertiary and Quaternary sediments overlying a pre-Cretaceous
basement of igneous and metamorphic rocks. These predominantly marine
sediments were deformed and uplifted during a period of cr'ustal instability
in the middle Pleistocene. During late Pleistocene and Recent time the
ancestral Ventura Basin drainage deposited several hundred feet of flat-lying
deltaic and alluvial flood plain deposits over the earlier deformed sequence,
to form the present day Oxnard Plain.
The Ventura Sedimentary Basin, including both its landward and offshore
extensions, is one of the most prolific petroleum producing provinces in
California (California Department of Navigation and Ocean Development, 1971).
In addition, the Oxnard Plain is underlain by several significant water
bearing formations. Because of the importance of these natural resources the
geology of the region is well known. Important publications include those of
the California Department of Water Resources (1958,1965), Emery (1960), Ogle
(1969), Warme (1971), Ventura County Department of Public ~~rks (1973) and
Dames and Moore (1974).
Lagoon Development
During late Pleistocene time, some 15,000 years ago, geologic evidence indicates
that a major expansion of continental ice sheets caused sea.. level to drop as
much as 400 feet below its present elevation (Milliman and Emery, 1968).
This lowering of base level caused the ancestral Ventura Basin drainage
system--which must have been much larger than the intermittent streams we
see today--to erode significant valley systems across the 'Oxnard Delta'
and flow into the ocean well south of the present shoreline. The Hueneme
14
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Submarine Canyon, opposite the entrance of Port Hueneme Harbor, and Mugu
Submarine Canyon, located offshore from the central portion of Mugu Lagoon,
are undoubtedly related to this earlier drainage system. An ancestral
Calleguas Creek probably eroded the upper meandering portion of Mugu Canyon
as it flowed across the then emergent coastal shelf. The embayment
subsequently occupied by Mugu Lagoon was created as the ice sheets retreated
and sea level returned to its present elevation, flooding the Mugu coastal
valley system. Sedimentation caused rapid coastal shallowing and littoral
drift created sandspits and barrier beaches that protected the newly formed
embayment from open ocean waves.
Warme (1971) provides an excellent summary of the subsequent development of
Mugu Lagoon. The entire lagoon system is underlain by a blanket of marine
foreshore sands. Beneath the eastern arm these probably rest on a wave-cut
terrace at the base of the Santa Monica Mountains, but in the central and
western portions of the lagoon they apparently overlie a complex sequence
of marine, fluvial and possibly earlier lagoonal deposits, laid down during
earlier Pleistocene sea level fluctuations. Several ancient beach ridges
can be recognized within the lagoon (Plate 3; map of 1857). These ridges
parallel the present beach and probably represent successive shorelines
formed sequentially to the south. Warme (1971) interprets their development
as follows:
"As, each new barrier was formed it became the new beach and formed a
new lagoon behind it. The older beaches remain as discrete ridges
marking former shorelines. The result is a series of linear, approxi-
mately parallel, sand bodies, separated by lagoons in various stages
of filling. The lagoons are connected by tidal creeks and channels,
and these largely control sedimentation and morphological development
within the lagoons. Continued modification takes place by the action
of tidal currents, sedimentation and other forces such as wind and
water erosion and plant growth. The older lagoons are now almost
completely filled with sediments. In its present regime, the youngest
lagoon behind the modern beach is also rapidly filling with sand and mud."
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"In the eastern part of the lagoon each ne,wly formed "barrier ridge
was attached closer to Point Mugu than the former, until the last of
them was extended from Point Mugu itself. Mugu Submarine Canyon
prevents further spit formation to the south of the inlet area, and
Point Mugu represents the most seaward point along the mOlUltain front,
making it unlikely that further barriers will form offshore." (Wanne
1971)
Drainage
The Calleguas Creek watershed (Plate 4) forms a roughly reetangular shaped
area of approximately 343 square miles, all but four square miles of which
lie within Ventura County. The basin is encircled on three sides by mountain
ranges and opens to the Oxnard coastal plain and the Pacific Ocean on the
southwest. Elevations in the basin range from sea level to about 3,700
feet in the Santa Susana Mountains on the eastern boundary of the drainage
area. Calleguas Creek (also known as Arroyo Las Posas and Arroyo Simi in
its middle and upper reaches) rises in the Santa Susana Mo~mtains and flows
for about 37 miles to the Pacific Ocean at Mugu Lagoon. Tble largest
tributary of Calleguas Creek is Conejo Creek, which drains an area of
approximately 78 square miles. Conejo Creek rises in the Santa Monica
Mountains and the Simi Hills and courses for 20 miles, joining Calleguas
Creek at a point nearly eight miles upstream from the Pacific Ocean. Revolon
Slough (known as Beardsley Wash in its upper reach) is the second largest
tributary, draining a 61 square mile area and joining Calleguas Creek about
one mile upstream from the Pacific Ocean (U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1972).
Mugu Lagoon also receives runoff from two Oxnard Drainage District ditch
drains: some 18 square miles of agricultural lands north of PMTC and west
of Revolon Slough are drained by No. 2 ditch, while No. 3 ditch drains the
narrow coastal strip between the western arm of Mugu Lagoon and the adjacent
Southern California Edison Company, Ormand Beach Generating Station (Plate 5).
18
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Calleguas Creek and its tributaries are normally intermittent streams and
carry very little na~ural water except during the winter rainy season.
Average annual rainfall increases inland from 10.5 inches at Mugu Lagoon to
more than 15 inches in the Simi Valley area and well above 20 inches in the
Santa Monica Mountains (Plate 4). The steep topography of the mountains
surrounding the watershed, and infrequent but sometimes heavy winter rains,
promote rapid runoff. Extensive flooding along Calleguas and Conejo Creeks
is not uncommon. Major floods occurred in 1938, 1944, 1952, 1958, 1962, 1965,
1967 and 1969. (Ventura County was declared a disaster area in 1962, 1965
and 1969. u. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1972.) Large volumes of sediment
are carried into the central portion of Mugu Lagoon during such flooding
episodes (MacGinitie and MacGinitie, 1969; Warme, 1971).
Agricultural development and urbanization have increasingl~r altered natural
drainage patterns within the watershed over the past twenty or thirty years.
Extensive irrigation ditches and tile drains have been built across the rich
agricultural lands of the Oxnard Plain and the lower course of Calleguas
Creek now flows almost continually, being used as a runoff channel for
irrigation water. Increased urbanization has also aggravated natural
flooding problems by reducing the ability of the drainage basin to retain
rainfall and thus indirectly increasing flood flows in major streams. In
the past, flood waters inllildated lands which were primaril~y· agricultural
and resultant damages were not high. The decade of the sixties witnessed a
doubling of the watershed acreage devoted to urbanization: from 10,000
acres in 1960 to 23,000 acres in 1970. Today, even small floods result in
inundation of high value residential, commercial and industrial properties
and dollar damages are substantial (U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1972).
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Urbanization in the upper watershed--particularly in the Thousand Oaks and
Simi Valley areas--has also resulted in increasing lJse of Calleguas Creek
and its tributaries for the disposal of treated sewage effluent. In 1974,
for example, municipal and state-operated sewage treatment plants located at
Camarillo, Moorpark, Thousand Oaks (Hill Canyon), Simi Valley and the
Camarillo State Hospital released an estimated 12,830 acre-feet (nearly 4.2
billion gallons) of treated effluent into Calleguas and Conejo Creeks (D. S.
Bureau of Reclamation, 1975). The gravels and sands of the natural stream
channels are highly pel~eable (Page, 1963) and for much of the year, when
the creek beds are dry, most of this effluent percolates rapidly downward,
recharging ground water supplies. During heavy rains, however, some of the
treated effluent undoubtedly reached Mugu Lagoon. By the year 2000, the
D. S. Bureau of Reclamation (1975) estimates that these same five sewage
plants will discharge 43,140 acre-feet (14 billion gallons) of treated
effluent annually--an increase of 236 percent over 1974 levels.
Additional background data on the Calleguas Creek watershed are contained
in publications by Page (1963), Fradkin (1972), D. S. Army Corps of Engineers
(1972) and D. S. Bureau of Reclamation (1975).
Climate
Technical operations at the PMTC range require continuous weather forecasting,
thus unusually complete climatic data are available for Point Mugu. The
summary outlined below is taken from a recent analysis of these data by
Violini (1975).
Point Mugu is subject to the typical southern California coastal weather--
cool summers and mild winters with a relatively small range of mean monthly
temperatures throughout the year. The three major factors influencing the
21
climate of Point Mugu are the semipermanent subtropical Pacific High which
keeps most storms to the north of Point Mugu except between late fall and
early spring, the proximity of the Pacific Ocean, and coastal mountains
extending from the northwest to the east forming a boundary to the Oxnard
Plain.
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Marine air covers the coastal sections of southern California during most
of the year, but air from the interior desert regions occasionally reaches
Point Mugu, particularly during the fall and winter months. The most
characteristic feature of this area's climate is the night and early morning
low cloudiness and sunny afternoons that prevail during t11e spring and summer
months, and often occur during the remainder of the year as well. The coastal
low cloudiness combines with the westerly sea breezes and the cool maritime
air masses to keep temperatures mild throughout much of the year. The daily
temperature range is about 130 F in spring and summer and about 18°F in fall
and winter. The mean monthly temperatures run from a low of about 530 F in
January up to a high of about 64°F in August. As in most of southern
California, the warmest temperatures usually occur in late summer and early
fall, with daily temperature maxima in the upper 80s and low 90s not uncommon.
The extremes of temperature, based on records that extend back to 1946, were
both set in 1971. The all time minimum of 27°F occurred in February and the -
all time maximum of 104°F occurred in October of that year. The maximum
was only the fifth time in the past 25 years that the temperature reached
1000 or better, but subfreezing temperatures have been observed in eight of
the past 25 winters.
Precipitation is mostly a wintertime phenomenon, with over 85 percent of the
average season total (10.5 inches) falling from November through March.
Summer precipitation is most o"ften in the form of early morning drizzle,
22
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and typically leaves only trace amoillltS. Thilllderstorms are not unusual at
Point Mugu, but they are illlcommon. They occur only five or six days of each
year, either in summer when moist unstable tropical air is carried over
southern California from the warm source regions off the coasts of Mexico,
or in fall and winter during a particularly active frontal passage.
Prevailing daytime surface winds are from the west at 8· to 12 knots, and
become northerly in the evening hours at 3 to 5 knots. During most of the
year, the coastal mountains act as a buffer between the marine air over
coastal southern California and the drier air over the desert regions.
However, when high pressures build up over the interior basins in fall and
winter, the passes and canyons of these same ranges act as channels that
direct the flow of air from the desert toward the sea. This situation results
in the Santa Ana, two to three day periods of strong, gusty and dry
northeasterly winds. Because of its nearness to the coastline, Point Mugu's
relative humidity is high. The annual average is 75 percent and all months
have many occurrences of 100 percent in the morning hours. During the Santa
Ana winds, however, the humidity will drop to less than 30 percent and often
remain below 20 percent for a major portion of the day, raising the fire
danger to extreme levels in the brush covered hillsides.
Surface visibility is often restricted by fog and haze in the early morning
hours but improves during late morning. In the afternoon, however, smog
transported up the coast from the Los Angeles basin on southeasterly winds
frequently restricts visibility regardless of the season.
Tides
In spite of the considerable size of Mugu Lagoon, much of it is quite
shallow (MacGinitie and MacGinitie, 1969) and its relatively small tidal
prism (volume unknown, but in the order of 1,000 acre-feet) is inadequate
23
The mouth of the lagoon through the eastern barrier beach sometimes becomes closed - November 1975
(top). Cdr. R. O. Baker, USN (Ret.) shows area on western barrier beach which supports a nesting colony of
the endangered least tern (bottom). (Photos by K. B. Macdonald)
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to maintain a year-round tidal inlet and vigoro11s tidal flusl1ing. In
earlier tiInes, this resulted in a natural cycle in Y"'1ich the tidal inlet
migrated downcoast as much as half a mile before finally closing off during
the dry summer months. Winter rains and runoff would break thro'ugh the
barrier beach, forming a new tidal inlet approximately opposite Calleguas
Creek. During the spring, the new inlet would again migrate S011thward--as
a result of the predominant direction of littoral sand transport from north
to south along the coast--and close off, thus completing the cycle CWarme, 1969).
In order to minimize flooding and other potential problems on the PMTC site,
the U. S. Navy now only permits the tidal inlet to close off for a few days
before a new inlet is bulldozed across the beach.
Except during periods of prolonged. closure or of heav·y freshwater run.off,
the physical environment of Mugu Lagoon is largely controlled by tidal
influences. Local tides are characterized by two 1lllequal highs and two
unequal lows each day (i.e., mixed tides). The Dlaximum tidal range on the
ocean beach at Mugu is 9.2 feet and mean sea level (MSL) lies 2.6 feet above
mean lower low water (MLLW).
Only the upper part of the tidal range affects the inside of the lagoon for
the channel floor of the tidal inlet is naturally maintained at about MSL
(MacGinitie and MacGinitie, 1969; Warme, 1971). Tidal records from inside
the lagoon are not available; however, calculations based on tide table
predictions indicate that mean lower high water (MLHW) inside the lagoon
lies at about 3.3 feet and mean higher high water (MHHW) at 4.8 feet above
MLLW, respectively (Macdonald, 1967) .
The narrow, raised, tidal inlet (Plates 3 and 5) causes both high and low
tides within the lagoon to lag about an hour behind those on the outer coast.
25
MacGinitie and MacGinitie (1969) note that some of the lo~rest tides within
the lagoon occur during neap tide periods. At such times the lagoon may
drain continuously for as long as 18 hours before successi.ve high tides
reach inlet elevation and flow back into the lagoon. It should also be
noted that tidal flow in and out of the western arm of the lagoon is impeded
by a relatively narrow culvert that runs beneath Lagillla Road (road connecting
main base to western sandspit, Plate 5). During high spring tides, water
level in the central lagoon area may rise two feet above that in the western
arm. The western arm also requires longer to drain at lOvr tide than other
areas of Mugu Lagoon.
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Tidal currents vary greatly throughout the lagoon and their velocity increases
sharply with increased tide height. Warme (1971) measured. neap tide currents ..
up to two knots near the inlet, but this value rose to fi v'e to ten knots under
spring tide conditions. This difference obviously reflects the much greater
volume of water moving through the narrow inlet during spring tides verses
neaps. Turbulence is also greater and mixing more efficient, during spring
tides. Flood currents are generally faster than ebb currents (Warme, 1971).
Water Characteristics
Records taken over a period of one year, by MacGinitie and MacGinitie (1969),
indicate that salinities within the lagoon are generally similar to those of
the ocean outside, which averages 33.8 percent. Maintenance of uniform ocean
salinities is also confirmed by the abundance of adult echinoderms--organisms
that are very sensitive to slight salinity decreases--within the lagoon
(Peterson, 1972). Poor circulation and rapid evaporation in the shallow
eastern and western arms of the lagoon increases salinities somewhat, while
heavy winter runoff causes dilution. MacGinitie and MacGinitie (1969) reported
mass mortality of benthic organisms in the central portion of the lagoon as a
26
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result of dilution from a 10.5 inch rainstorm (February, 1962). Five to six
inches of loose mud introduced by storm runoff also smothered many animals .
Interestingly, storm runoff flowed seaward without significantly affecting
the eastern and western arms of the lagoon. Warme (1971) and Peterson (1972)
record similar dilution events and note that the lagoon salinity regime usually
returns to normal within a week after heavy rains.
Freshening of lagoon water probably occurred when the inlet was naturally
sealed in the past and it is likely that hypersaline conditions developed
if the closed condition was maintained during the warm summer months.
Water temperatures inside the lagoon are also generally similar to those of
the open ocean, although as expected, they become somewhat higher and much
more variable in the lagoon shallows and salt marsh ponds. MacGinitie and
MacGinitie (1969) recorded temperature extremes of 55 0 F and 720 F during one
year (1962-63). The average water temperature for August, the warmest month,
was 66.4°F and for January, the coolest month, the average was 55.4°F. Warme
(1971) recorded water temperatures up to 850 F during low tide conditions on hot
summer days.
oAbrupt temperature changes of 15 F or more are not uncommon when cold ocean
waters flowing into the lagoon meet waters that have been heating up in the
lagoon shallows. Exchange between bottom sediments and the overlying water
is restricted, however, and this provides an important buffer against sudden
changes of both temperature and salinity that might otherwise be harmful to
bottom dwelling organisms (Johnson, 1965, 1967; Warme, 1971).
Archaeology and History
Indian Period
Indians occupied the Calleguas Creek watershed area and Mugu Lagoon for
approximately 7,000 years before the arrival of Europeans. This occupation
pattern included the Millingstone Assemblages (Oak Grove), Intermediate
Cultures (Hunting People) and Late Prehistoric Cultu.res (Canalino or Churnash)
proposed by Wallace (1955) for southern California. The Millingstone Horizon
(5000 B.C. - 1000 B.C.) was the earliest culture. The economy was mainly a
gathering one and sites were established both on the coast and inland. The
-
-
..
Inermediate Period (1000 B.C. - 800 A.D.) saw a greater emphasis on hunting
and exploitation of marine resources. The Late Horizon (800 A.D. 1800 A.D.),
-
more commonly known as the Churnash Period, was characterized by a more diversified
subsistence pattern and the development of large ocean-going canoes. Large
permanent or semipermanent village sites were established on the coast near
Point Mugu as well as inland along Calleguas Creek.
When the Spanish explorer Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo sailed up the coast of
California in 1542, he reported the existence of a large Indian village
called MuwuY (meaning "beach" or "lagoon"); located at the confluence of
Calleguas Creek and Mugu Lagoon. At the time of permCU1ent European settlement
(i.e., circa 1780), the total Indian popUlation in the vicinity of Mugu Lagoon
was in excess of 500 (King, Carpenter and Leonard, 1972). Subsequent
archaeological investigations by researchers from the UC~~ Archaeological
Survey and Los Angeles Museum of Natural History have uncovered a large number
of former village and temporary sites within a one mile radius of the estuary.
In addition to Muwu, these include the villages of Wihachet and Simono and
the La Jolla sites (Miller, 1966).
Hispanic and Modern Periods
Ventura County was an isolated area in the early history of California.
Although a mission (Mission San Buenaventura) was established near the mouth
IMuwu was mentioned by Cabrillo in 1542, and may thus have the distinction
of being the oldest recorded California name still in existence (California
Folklore Quarterly).
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of the Ventura River in 1782, population growth. in the county was very slow.
Cattle production waS' the only source of income during the early years and
little agriculture was practiced in the coastal area. Mugu Lagoon remained
an undeveloped tidal marshland, the Spanish showing little interest in its
potential other than as a small craft harbor. After secularization of the
missions (1823-1832), the lagoon became part of the 45,000 acre 'Rancho EI
Rio de Santa Clara a La Colina.' Minor grazing activity took place along
its shore, but the characteristic marshy conditions excluded most other
uses .
Following the drought of 1862-1864, and the economic destruction of most
cattle ranches in Ventura County, grain farming emerged as the primary
source of income. As the number of farm operations increased, the need for
a local shipping port became apparent. A number of alternative sites were
examined in the early 1870s, including Mugu Lagoon, before the decision was
made to construct a facility at Port Hueneme.
Mugu Lagoon remained a little used wetlands area until its acquisition by
the Department of the Navy in the early 1940s. During the war years, a
temporary runway of steel matting was constructed alongside the lagoon and
a coastal observation squadron was commissioned at Naval Air Station, Point
Mugu. After the cessation of hostilities, the Point Mugu area was selected
as the site for the Naval Air Missile Test Center (NAMTC). Location of
missile test operations at Point Mugu was largely a matter of geography;
the adjacent ocean area made possible safe testing operations over water;
nearby Laguna Peak offered advantages as a communications and instrument site;
and the offshore Channel Islands provided observation points for overwater
flights.
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Major expansion took place in 1948 when Congres~ appropriated 14 million
dollars for new canst'ruction and land acquisition at Mugu. A hard-surfaced
runway replaced the temporary wartime strip and dredges pumped sand from the
central lagoon to create nearly 1,000 acres of filled land along the northwest
perimeter of the marsh. By 1956, 4,800 people were stationed or employed
at Point Mugu. In 1957, the NAMTC was redesignated the Pacific Missile Range.
Today, Point Mugu employs nearly 9,000 military and civilian personnel and
has an annual payroll in excess of $125,000,000.
LAND OWNERSHIP
Local Area (Mugu Lagoon and Environs)
Mugu Lagoon is located in an unincorporated area of southeastern Ventura
County. Prior to 1940, ownership of the lagoon and adjacent beach and upland
areas was shared by private interests, the County of Ventura and the State of
California.
Following the outbreak of World War II and the federal go\rernment' s decision
to use the lagoon and its environs as the site for a coastal naval installation,
local land ownership patterns changed abruptly. Between 1942-1945, the Navy
acquired a total of 4,600 acres of coastal land west of MltgU Rock, including
all of Mugu Lagoon. The total acreage which is now given as 4,511 (Fish and
Wildlife Management Plan, Appendix H) is entirely fee owned. Of the 4,511
acres, 40 acres are located atop Laguna Peak.
At the time of purchase, nearly 3,100 acres were in tidal marsh. However,
during construction of the naval airfield and related support facilities,
it was necessary to drain and fill approximately 30 percent of the wetlands
to provide additional land area. In all, about 1,000 acres of marshland was
30
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filled using materials dredged from the central lagoon (Plates 3 and 5).
As a result of these modifications, the central lagoon was deepened
significantly, while the area of marsh and wetlands was reduced from
approximately 3,100 acres in 1941 to less than 2,100 acres by 1946.
Since 1946, the land ownership pattern in and around Mugu Lagoon has changed
very little. The Navy continues to exercise strict control over most of the
4,600 acres originally acquired, having successfully resisted an attempt
in the early 1970s to have the entire beach area and portions of the lagoon
declared surplus for public use (Fradkin, 1972; Gingles, 1976). The only
transfer of property in recent years was the release of 13 acres of beach
and dunes to the State of California in 1974. This parcel, located adjacent
to MUgu Rock at the far eastern end of the Naval Air Station, is now part of
the California Department of Parks and Recreation's 13,358 acre Point Mugu
State Park.
Regional Area (Calleguas Creek watershed)
Most of the land in the 343 square mile Calleguas Creek watershed (Plate 4)
is privately owned. This includes all of the agricultural land north and
south of U. S. Highway 101, as well as the vast majority of the regional
land area classified as urban (developed) or open space. The only significant
concentrations of publicly owned land are found in the area south of U. s.
Highway 101 and north of California Highway 1. These include the former
Oxnard Air Force Base site (southwest of Camarillo), Camarillo State Hospital
(southeast of Camarillo), and the western edge of Point Mugu State Park.
LAND USE
Local Area
Several tabulations of the relative abundance of natural habitats (e.g., ocean
beach and dunes, intertidal flats, high marsh, etc.) and land use categories
31
"Disturbed open space" including disced grasslands occupy extensive ageas of PMTC (top). Broad expanses of
saltmarsh border the western arm of the lagoon (bottorn). (Photos by K. B. Macdonald)
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(e.g., militaI~ installations, base housing, disturbed open space, etc.) on
the Pacific Missile rrest Center property have been published [Macdonald, 1967;
MacGinitie and Mae(linitie, 1969; California Department of Fish and Game, 1973
(quoted in U. S. Ge')logical Survey, 1975); Fish and Wildlife Management Plan
Draft, 19'r!i7. Major ,li.screpancies exist between these tabulations however, and
it is clear that eal_'h was based on different definitions and interpretations
nf the habita't .-).r lan,,'L use categories employed. Since none of these earlier
tabll1ations cOJnpJ.l.. te"IY satisfy the needs of this report, a new set of figures
has been developed. These new figures are based entirel,Y upon the data
presented in Plate 5, which was developed from the most recent u. S. Geological
~~ul'vey topographic ~;hl~ets (1: 24 ,000), updated from air l)[lotographs flown in
F'ebr'uary 1975. Defild tions of the various categories emJ>loyed are presented
ej ther below, or in the subsequent section on habitat toY"pes.
As rneasured from Plute 5, the Pacific Missile Test Center occupies sorrie
4, () 30 acres. ThiEl n~reage can be convenient] y di vided among four principal
l~ld use cutegorie~ as follows:
Predominantly natl~ruJ. habi tats--these include all lands wi thin the military
reservation that have remained largely undisturbed and still support their
typical native flora and fauna. Included here are most of the ocean beach
and dunes (290 acres), the subtidal lagoun, waterways and ponds (311 acres),
intertillal sand and mudflats fringing tlie lagoon (123 acres) and undist·u.rbed
areas of salt marsh (1,011 acres). These predominantly natural habitats
account for 1,735 acres (36 percent) uf the PMTC site.
Disturbed open space--this includes all remaining areas of the military
reservation except those dominated by military iastallations or base housing.
A wide variety of subtypes are represented but they are distributed in a complex
mosaic and individual acreages are hard to ass("::ss. The base golf course
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(65 acres), an abandoned sanitary land fill, a motorcycle dirt track and
extensive areas of disced grasslands and badly disturbed dune, salt marsh
and salt flat habitats are all included. Disturbed open space accounts for
1,855 acres (38.4 percent) of the PMTC site.
Principal military installations--these include the majority of buildings
(several aircraft hangers, research support shops, warehouses, bunkers,
offices, etc.) other structures (communications antennae, flight tracking
equipment, etc.) and paved areas (runways, roads, paved and parking areas).
Base housing facilities are excluded. These installations, and several small
irregular areas of disturbed open space associated with them, occupy 1,020
acres (21 percent) of the PMTC site .
Base housing--this category is limited to the 220 acres (4.6 percent of the
site) occupied by the two units of the Capehart Housing area. This is a
typical residential subdivision consisting of single family dwellings
surrounded by extensive lawns and ornamental plantings.
The figures outlined above indicate that open space--including both natural
habitats (1,735 acres) and disturbed areas (1,855 acres)--is the predominant
land use at the Pacific Missile Test Center and accounts for 74 percent of
the total acreage (Plate 5). The remaining 1,240 acres (26 percent) are
developed for residential and military related uses. There is no agricultural
land use on the station.
The current General Plan for Ventura County (Ventura County Coastal Study,
1974) shows continued military use for the naval installation through the end
of the century. This represents a significant change from the 1968 General
Plan document, which recommended acquisition of Mugu Lagoon by the County
of Ventura for eventual development of a small boat harbor and sport fishing
complex (Ventura County Planning Commission, 1968; J. Lien, personal communication,
-
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Regional Area
The major land uses ~ithin the 343 square miles Calleguas Creek watershed are
agriculture, urban and open space (Plates 4 and 6). Agrieultural use is
especially intensive on the fertile coastal lowlands immediately upstream
from Mugu Lagoon, between U. S. Highway 101 and California Highway 1. Here,
Calleguas Creek and the smaller Revolon Slough form a bro;ad, nearly level
flood plain which supports highly mechanized production of truck and row
crops. North of U. S. Highway 101, the alluvial flood plains along Calleguas
Creek and its tributaries narrow. Existing agriculture in these upstream
areas is primarily in citrus, walnuts and avocados.
In recent years, much of the orchard lands north of U. S. Highway 101 has
been replaced by urban uses. Elimination of agriculture has been especially
rapid in and around the cities of Camarillo, Moorpark, Simi, Santa Susana and
Thousand Oaks, where extensive urbanization has taken place since the 1960s.
Except for Moorpark, which remains a market center for surrounding farmlands,
these urban areas may be classified as "bedroom" communities for the Los
Angeles area. Dominant urban land uses in the region are residential,
commercial and industrial. As of the 1970 Census, the populations of the
Simi Valley (i.e., Simi and Santa Susana), Thousand Oaks, Camarillo and
Moorpark were 56,464; 36,334; 19,219 and 4,500, respectively (U. S. Bureau
of the Census, 19(2).
The remainder of the regional area comprises open space, including the middle
and upper slopes of South Mountain, Oak Ridge, Big Mountain, the Simi Hills,
the Santa Susana MOlUltains and the Santa Monica M01llltains (Plate 4). These
naturally vegetated hillsides form the main watershed areas for Calleguas and
Canejo Creeks, as well as providing habitat for wildlife, grazing forage for
cattle, and lindted recreational opportunities for residerlts of Ventura and
Los Angeles counties.
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Much of the Santa Monica Mountains area adjacen~ to Mugu Lagoon is presently
included within the California Department of Parks and Reereation's 13,358
acre Point Mugu State Park. In April 1973, the Los Angeles Regional Water
Quality Control Board also recommended that the 27 mile stretch of coastline
between Laguna Point (Plate 5) and Latigo Point (about 2.5; miles east of Point
Dume) be designated as "Area of Special Biological Significance." Such areas
..
..
..
are considered to possess sufficent cultural and scientific values " . that
no acceptable risk of change in their environments as a result of man's
activities can be entertained." All waste discharges into or near such areas
are prohibited (Pryor, 1973; u. S. Geological Survey, 1975,).
Two additional features of the regional area deserve special mention.
Immediately adjacent to the northwestern boundary of the F~MTC are two privately
owned and operated duck hunting clubs. The larger of these preserves is the
Ventura County Game Preserve with some 400 acres of freshvrater ponds (Plate 5),
100 acres of which are permanently flooded while the remainder are annually
flooded from July 1 to April 1 (nine months). The second preserve is the Point
Mugu Game Preserve with some 220 acres of freshwater ponds (Plate 5), 20 acres
of which are permanently flooded and the remainder flooded. annually from
July 1 to April 1. Not only do these two private preserves provide feed.ing
and resting areas for thousands of migratory waterfowl, bu.t desirable and
much needed freshwater marsh habitat for large nurriliers of shorebirds and
nongame species as well. These preserves provide the major freshwater habitat
of coastal Ventura County (Santa Clara River, McGarth Lake and Ventura River
provide only 90 additional acres; U. S. Geological Survey, 1975). Apparently,
the two organizations operating these wetlands are interested in long-term
protection of the duck ponds. One organization filed for Agricultural
Exclusive (A-E) Zoning (1969) in an effort to establish an Agricultural
Preserve (Ventura County Coastal StUdy, Final Plan, 1974).
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A second significant development, currently under review by the Federal Power
Commission, is the pr.oposed construction and operation by the Western LNG
(Liquefied Natural Gas) Terminal Company, of a LNG ship unloading, storage
and vaporization facility on a coastal site approximately 1.5 miles west of
the western PMTC boundary (Plate 5). The proposed site is located between
the Southern California Edison, Ormond Beach Generating Station to the south
and the Oxnard and Port Hueneme municipal sewage treatment facilities and
ocean outfalls to the north. The anticipated environmental impacts of the
proposed LNG facility have been summarized in a recent report by Dames and
Moore (1974, transmitted to the Federal Power Commission, 1976) and are
presently under review by the appropriate federal agencies .
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Habitat Types
The habitats of Mugu Lagoon can be conveniently divided ~10ng three
categories depending on the degree of tidal influence theJr experience.
..
Marine or sublittoral habitats are continually under water; littoral habitats
are exclusively intertidal and are therefore subject to ~_ternating periods
of tidal submergence and exposure. The transition betweerl the littoral zone
and adjacent uplands is occupied by mari time habitats that are still influenced -
by their proximity to the ocean, but lie above the usual level of tidal
..
flooding. The approximate acreages of major habitats within the Pacific
Missile Test Center, as calculated from the data presented in Plate 5
-
are as follows:
Marine
Lagoon and channels
Littoral
Sandflats and mudflats
Low salt marsh
High salt marsh
Maritime
High marsh salt pans
Ocean beach and dunes
Disturbed open space
Military installations and
base housing
Total
311
123
34
894
83
290
- 1,855
- 1,240
311 acres
1,051 acres
3,468 acres
4,830 acres.!!
It follows from these figures that viable wetland habitats of various types--
lagoon, marshes and beach--account for 1,735 acres (36 pereent) of the PMTC,
l See comments regarding acreage figures in the Land Use section of this report.
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while the remaining 3,095 acres (64 percent) ar~ occupied by military
installations, base housing and severely disturbed open space.
Wetland Habitats
The present wetland system of Mugu Lagoon is conveniently described by
dividing the site into three sections: the shallow eastern arm of the
lagoon, the deeper central lagoon area and the shallow western arm.
Eastern Arm
The eastern arm of Mugu Lagoon is approximately 1.4 miles long; when sub-
merged at high tide it ranges in width from 400 to 1,000 feet. It is
bordered to the south by a narrow sandspit that extends between the lagoon
inlet and Point Mugu. Low salt marsh habitat (34 acres) borders the north
shore and passes landward into more extensive tide flats that front the
marshes along the northern shore. Near the ocean inlet these flats form
part of a tidal delta (Warme, 1971) and consist of coarse, clean, beach
sands that are continually reworked by tidal currents. Further east away
from the inlet--where current action is less pronounced--the tideflats are
composed of silts and muds rich in organic detritus.
Several subtidal ponds lie to the east of the tidal delta sandflats. These
ponds contain water eight to ten feet deep at low tide and have muddy bottoms~
commonly covered with eelgrass. At low tide, water movement between these
deep ponds and the ocean inlet is restricted to a narrow, sandy channel--rarely
more than 3 to 4 feet deep and 80 to 100 feet wide--located immediately
adjacent to the sandspit (Plate 5).
Central Lagoon
Much of the present central lagoon area originally consisted of intertidal
flats and salt marshes (Plate 3). In the late 1940s and early 1950s the
41
An old beach ridge crosses the marsh of the eastern lagoon (top, K. B. Macdonald). Mudflats, uncovered at low
tide host thousands 0 f feeding shorebirds (bottom, R. 0 . Baker).
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Navy dredged the area to an average water depth of 30 feet. Since that tinle
natural sedimentation from Calleguas Creek, combined with sediments carried
through the ocean inlet by the tides, has resulted in significant filling and
shallowing of the central lagoon (MacGinitie and MacGinitie, 1969). Water
depths in the central lagoon now range to a maximum of 15 to 20 feet. A
new intertidal flat has been created adjacent to the mouth of Calleguas Creek
(Plate 5) and salt marsh plants are already beginning to colonize it. The
intertidal sandflats adjacent to the lagoon's ocean inlet are also slowly
extending into the central lagoon area (through prograding of the tidal
delta). Remaining areas of older high marsh that border the eastern and
western sides of the central lagoon have steep, cliffed margins that are
being slowly eroded by local wave and current action.
Western Arm
The western arm of Mugu Lagoon lies further inland than does the eastern
arm, being separated from the ocean by a broad ocean be~~h that is backed
by both sand dunes and extensive areas of salt marsh. It Is approxinlately
1.5 miles long and averages 1,000 feet wide when flooded at high tide. It
consists of a broad, soft-bottomed channel--only a foot or two deep at low
tide--bordered by a gently sloping mudflat and high salt marsh habitats.
Flood control ditche.s and a narrow meandering tidal creek extend nearly
two miles beyond the western end of the lagoon and carry tidal flow into
an addi tional 300 acres of high salt ll1arsh lorated immediately behind the
ocean beach (Plate 5).
Unlike the eastern arm of the lagoon which opens without obstruction into
the central lagoon area, the western arm is partially prevented from
receiving full tidal flows by the Laguna Street Bridge, resulting in a
degrading influence on the marsh behind this structure. An area of
approximately 900 acres is so affected. In ad~tion, portions of the marsh
in the western arm and central lagoon have been degraded by the placement
of levees and roads which have completely or partially isolated them from
tidal waters. These areas were classified as high marsh or maritime habitat.
A separate accounting of the degraded marsh areas was not made.
Disturbed Habitats
Prior to the development of Point Mugu as a military reservation, much of
the site was occupied by tidal salt marshes that graded north and west into
the flat lying agricultural lands of the Oxnard Plain (Plates 2 and 3).
Traces of the original salt marsh vegetation have persisted in disturbed,
open space habitats in central and southern areas of the PMTC. In other
areas, however--except where lawns and ornamentals have been planted--
introduced weedy species or escaped crop plants dominate the vegetation.
Since these open areas are regularly mown or disced to minimize fire
hazards, a low, open cover of annual species predominates.
Rabbits, ground squirrels and a variety of mice are common throughout these
disturbed areas and provide food for hawks, owls and .snakes. Pheasants, as
well as a diverse assemblage of other land birds (Appendix D), also forage
in the stubble grasslands. During the winter migratory season, the freshwater
ponds and grass fairways of the base golf course provide habitat for as many
as 400 coots, 200 widgeon, snipe and other shorebirds. Shallow flooding of
old ditched marshlands at the eastern approach to Runway 27-9 by winter rains,
creates habitat for ruddy ducks.
Ornamental landscaping is largely concentrated in and around the base ho~sing
areas (Plate 5). The trees, shrubs and lawns found here attract birds that
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vluuld not otherwise be present in the area--cedar waxwings, hill1111lingbirds and
orioles, for example. Frequent watering also crea-ces a minor local mosquito
problem (Baker, 1975).
Two aspects of the ecology of these extensive disturbed habitats are
significant. First, they contain a variety of species of both plants and
animals that would not usually be associated with coastal wetlands. Second,
they provide additional habitat, food resources and protective cover for
more mobile species (reptiles, birds and mammals, for example) that also
utilize the adjacent wetlands and/or freshwater duck ponds (Plate 5) •
Wetlands Vegetation
In addition to a rich phytoplankton flora, the Mugu Lagoon wetlands support
three distinctive vegetation types: submerged aquatic vegetation, intertidal
salt marsh and an ocean beach-sand dune flora.
Eelgrass!/ and ditch grass are the dominant flowering plants in the subtidal
lagoon. Macroscopic green algae such as Enteromorpha~ RhizocZonium and UZva
are widespread and become abundant during the summer months. Warme (1971)
described UZva beds several acres in extent in the shallow western arm of
the lagoon, while Baker (1975) noted that floating algal mats capable of
supporting feeding or resting birds were not unusual. This level of algal
production indicates that' dissolved nutrient supplies within the lagoon are
high. Also, the Laguna Street Bridge, in addition to restricting full
tidal flows which would dilute the nutrients, physically prevents the algal
in the western arm from floating out to sea. The intertidal sand and
mudflats that separate subtidal channels from the surrounding salt marshes
are barren of macroscopic plants, but harbor a rich and poorly known assemblage
of diatoms and other microscopic algae.
lThe scientific names of flowering plants are given in Appendix A.
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As is typical in southern California, salt marsh succession at Mugu Lagoon
begins at about MLHW. Cord grass, a characteristic pioneer species, is only
poorly represented and instead the low marsh (34 acres) is dominated by short,
open stands (5 to 20 percent ground cover) of annual pickleweed and perennial
pickleweed, with scattered individuals of jaumea and seablite. This
assemblage gives way at higher elevations (around MHHW) to a dense (70 to
100 percent ground cover), high marsh vegetational mosaic (894 acres), with
plants 30 to 50 em tall. Perennial pickleweed is the most widespread species
here. Extensive stands of salt grass and salt cedar grass are well developed
and frequently cover the sandy beach ridges that cut across the marsh (see
Lagoon Development). Alkali heath, arrow-grass and seablite are all common,
while jaumea and sea lavender are widespread but less abundant. Plant cover
and diversity decline sharply around extreme highwater (EHW) as the high
marsh assemblage gives way to barren salt flats (cf. playas; 83 acres).
Sinuous stands of glasswort and salt cedar grass separate the flats into
individual salt pans, some of which are rimmed with salt-wort.
In earlier times the salt flats gave way to maritime grassland, coastal
sage scrub and chapparal. Sage scrub species still represented include
buckwheat, bush-sunflower, California sagewort, giant coreopsis and
happlopappus. Several species of saltbush and a variety of introduced weeds
now also flourish in this transition zone (Macdonald, 1976b). Small stands
of cat-tails and spiny rush are developed along the banks of Calleguas Creek
and at other sites offering some freshwater seepage.
The present ocean beach is largely devoid of vegetation, but some well
developed sand dunes are found inland from the beach and these contain stands
of both native (salt grass, sand verbena, shore sandbur, white-leafed
saltbush) and introduced (beachgrass and ice plant) species.
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Lagoon Plankton
Phytoplankton
Phytoplankton (small, free floating marine plants) populations inside the
lagoon are generally similar to those found offshore. Diatoms account for
90 percent of the planktonic material, and as in the adjacent ocean they are
much more abundant during the summer than in the winter (MacGinitie and
MacGinitie, 1969). Phytoplankton play an important role in the uptake and
recycling of dissolved nutrients and also provide food for the zooplankton
(small, free floating marine animals) and many filter feeding benthic
invertebrates.
No data are presently available concerning the relative biological
productivity of the phytoplankton, verses the salt marsh vegetation or
sUbmerged aquatic plants. Studies of Atlantic Coast marshes, however,
indicate that both phytuplankton and mudflat algae contribute significantly
to the high plant pl o uc111ctivity levels characteristic of estuaries and coastal
lagoons (Pomeroy, 19~9; Teal, 1962).
Zooplankton
The lagoon zooplankton are also similar to those of the oIJen ocean. Several
species of copepods, c-ladocerans, ostracods and arrow worms are common, and
larvae of these forms are often present. Since many zooplankton feed on
phytoplankton, they exhibit similar seasonal abundance trends. Irregular
predatur-prey cycles, peaking at roughly l.~O-day intervals are also apparent
(Mal'Gini tie and MacGini tie, 1969).
At I.~ertain seasons the planktonic larvae of several groups of bottom dwelling
invertebrates become abundant: annelid worms, bryozoans, crabs, molluscs,
starfish and sea urchins. Fish larvae are also found. This component of
the zooplankton is particularly significant, for it is these larvae, trans-
ported by tides and longshore currents, that will repopulate Mugu Lagoon
and other wetland sites along the coast.
Benthic Invertebrates and Fish
Invertebrates
The tremendous abundance and diversity of large, bottom dwelling marine
organisms in Mugu Lagoon is possibly one of the best demonstrations of
the biological productivity of this wetlands ecosystem. Since many of these
organisms live buried in the bottom sediments, their abundance is not
immediately obvious. If one stands quietly beside the lagoon shallows,
however, streams of bubbles or jets of muddy water soon reveal activity
below. Almost every inch of the bottom is pitted with ghost shrimp, worm
and clam burrows and sudden movements--opening or closing of apertures,
retraction or extension of siphons or other feeding apparatus--indicate that
many are occupied.
To date, over 190 species of benthic macroinvertebrates have been recorded
living in Mugu Lagoon (Appendix B). Nearly 100 different molluscs, 18
species of polychaete worms, several species of crabs and shrimp, as well
as burrowing anemones, starfish and sea urchins, are all present. Large
populations of smaller invertebrates--nematodes, ostracods and insects, for
example--and protozoans are also present, but remain poorly known.
Population densities are also impressive. Warme (1971) presents data
indicating that bivalve densities of over 100 individuals per square meter
are common and a few of his samples yielded more than 1,000 clams per square
meter. Even though these figures include both adults and juveniles, such
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Eel grass beds and a highly burrowed lagoon botton1 support a rich benthic fauna (top~ K. G. Macdonald). The
lagoon also provides a nursery-ground for at least 11 of the 25 species of fish found here (bottom~ R. O.
Baker).
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lives in ghost shrimp burrows (MacGinitie, 1934), to eight foot blue sharks
that sometimes swim into the lagoon at high tide (Baker, 1975).
Smoothhound sharks, shovel nose guitarfish, stingrays and bat rays are all
important predators on both molluscs and crabs in the lagoon. Guitarfish
in particular, can be very abundant in some swmner seasons (Warme, 1971).
Several of the smaller fish--the killifish, staghorn sculpin and mudsucker,
for example--are well adapted to estuarine and lagoonal environments ann are
year-round residents. Other species such as topsmelt and shiner perch move
freely between the lagoon and the open ocean to feed, but usually return to
the lagoon shallows to spawn. Baker (1971) noted tremendous breeding
aggregations of topsmelt "boiling" in the western arm of the lagoon, during
July and August. California halibut and diamond turbot apparently enter the
lagoon as fingerlings and return to the ocean when they reach a length of
approximately six inches (cf. Mudie et al., 1974). Other species including
barred surfperch and starry flounder enter the lagoon to breed (Goldwater,
1972), while grunion breed during "runs" on the outer ocean beach.
It appears likely that the productive lagoon waters not only host a variety
of transient offshore species, but that they also contribute to greater fish
concentrations in the deeper waters of Mugu Submarine Canyon just offshore
from the tidal inlet. Possibly the movements of large numbers of smaller
species such as topsmelt attract larger predatory species.
In 1973, the Department of Fish and Game proposed introducing silver (coho)
salmon and striped bass into the lagoon to develop a marine sport fishery (see
Introduced Species). Thirty-eight thousand silver salmon yearlings were
released in February 1975 and 45,000 in February 1976. Additional plants are
currently planned for 1977.
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Birds
To date a total of 191 species of' birds has been identified from the lagoon
and its environs (Appendix D). While the species composition of the bird
fauna is well known, no quantitative census data are available. Given both
the extent and diversity of the wetland habitats, adjacent ocean beach, dunes
and freshwater duck ponds, and their strict protection from most human
distrubances (see H~ting)--there is little doubt that this site supports one
of the greatest concentrations of' water-associated birds (shorebirds, waterfowl,
etc.) found between Morro Bay to the north and the Anaheim-Bolsa Bay complex
to the south.
The general patterns of bird use at Mugu Lagoon can be expected to be similar
to those already described from other California coastal wetlands (Recher,
1966; Bollman et al., 1970: Gerdes, 1970; Jurek, 1973; Macdonald and Ervin,
1974; Macdonald et al., 1976). Mugu Lagoon is one of several estuaries and
lagoons along the coast that form. an integral part of the Pacific Flyway.
This migration route is followed by millions of shorebirds, waterfowl and
other water-associated birds each year, as they move between their breeding
grounds in Canada and Alaska and their wintering grounds in California and
Mexico. Since the migration is seasonal, many more birds visit Mugu during
the period September through April, than during the intervening summer months.
Baker (in Frascella, 1973) has estimated that more than 10,000 birds over-
wintered in the lagoon during the 1971-72 season.
Twenty-five species of waterfowl!! have been recorded. Surface feeding ducks
are most prevalent, undoubtedly attracted in part by the freshwater ponds of
the adjacent Ventura County and Point Mugu Game Preserves. Pintails, shovelers,
teal, mallards and widgeon are all common. Diving ducks such as buffleheads,
lRafts of waterfowl containing upwards of several thousands birds each, have
been observed in both the central and western lagoon areas (Frascella, 1973).
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Hundreds of acres of freshwater duck ponds lie just outside of PMTC (top; K. B. Macdonald). Waterfowl also
utilize the lagoon marshlands (bottom; R. 0 . Baker).
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canvasback and scaup--and co~parable species such as the ruddy duck--also
occur in good numbers. Most of the ducks feed principally on vegetation and
seeds but some also take small invertebrates. Several species of geese have
been recorded but none is abundant. Black brant (Einarsen, 1965) feed in the
eelgrass beds of the lagoon. :Several hundred pass through during their March
migration and as many as 40 ha"ve been known to overwinter in the lagoon
(MacGinitie and MacGinitie, 1969).
Twenty-six species of shorebirds are known from the lagoon (Appendix D) and
their numbers reach into the hlmdreds during the winter migratory season.
These birds feed mostly on the intertidal flats and lagoon shallows at low
tide, probing the bottom with "their long bills and collecting worms, crustaceans
and other small invertebrates. Many shorebirds move freely between the ocean
beach, the wetlands and the golf course and lawns of the military complex.
MacGinitie and MacGinitie (1969) noted that willets and godwits were particularly
abundant and the snowy plover :is know to nest in the area.
Other water-associated birds su.ch as loons, grebes, pelicans (including the
endangered Cali fornia brown pelican), cormorants and mergansers all dive for
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fish in the open waters of the lagoon. Large waders such as herons, egrets
and ibis are also well represen.ted. The confirmed sighting of a roseate
spoonbill at Mugu Lagoon in July 1973, was the first west coast record for
this species.
The common mud hen or coot, a rnember of the rail family, is abundant and may
be represented by as many as 10,000 individuals during the peak migratory
season. A much rarer relative of the coot, the endangered light-footed
clapper rail, lives in the pickleweed marshes surrounding the lagoon. A
year-round resident, the clapper rail depends heavily upon the pickleweed
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for both food and shelter. The U. S. Fish and. Wildlife Service is currently
assessing the size of the Mugu Lagoon population of this endangered species
(Wilbur, 19(5).
Gulls and terns are also well rel~resented around the lagoon and include yet
another endangered species--the California least tern. Among the smallest
of the terns, this species has nested successfully on the undisturbed ocean
beach towards the western end of the PMTC. During June through August, 1975,
at least 20 pairs used this site and 14 nests were recorded in the scattered
colony (Massey, 19(5).
Land birds are also plentiful on the PMTC (Appendix D). A large group of
predatory species are represented including the white-tailed kite, eight
differen!t hawks, three falcons (including the endangered American peregrine
falcon), golden eagle, osprey and four species of owls. Scavengers common
to the area include turkey vultu]~es, ravens and crows.
Upland game birds such as quail and pheasants, live on the PMTC and feed in
the disturbed open space and disced grassland habitats. Doves and domestic
pigeons are common in these same areas. A much larger contingent of land
birds, however, includes all of the upland passerine species associated with
the military installations and base housing: the flycatchers, swallows,
warblers, blackbirds, finches and sparrows. These move freely between the
adjacent agricultural lands, ch~~arral-coveredmountain slopes and other urban
areas. Among the sparrows, the endangered Belding's subspecies of the savannah
sparrow is unusual in that it is restricted to the salt marshes surrounding
the lagoon. This interesting water-associated bird is totally dependent upon
pickleweed dominated marshland for food and habitat.
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Mugu Lagoon is unusual in that it has remained as a hauling ground for harbor
seals in southern California. MacGinitie and MacGinitie (1969) recorded
as many as 140 of these seals in the lagoon in 1962-64, but more recently
their numbers have declined. Som.e 20· to 40 seals now spend the summer months
in the central portion of the lagoon. The California sea lion also frequently
vis-its the lagoon. Both marine m.ammals feed almoEt exclusively on fish,
although they may also take small octopus that are quite common in the lagoon
(MacGinitie and MacGinitie, 1969).
Ecology
Mugu Lagoon provides one of the few surviving examples of the diverse and
highly productive ecosystem that once flourished in many of the estuaries
and lagoons along the southern California coast. Its shallow, nutrient rich
and sunlit waters, continually moving with the ebb and flow of the tides,
support food chains based on four different groups of prirnary producers:
the phytoplankton; attached algae; submerged aquatic flowering plants and
the emergent salt marsh vegetation (Plate 7).
The phytoplankton provide food for both bottom dwelling filter feeders
(particularly the bivalves) and h,erbivorous zooplankton. The latter are in
turn taken by carnivorous zooplankton and small fish such as the killifish
and mudsucker. The attached algae including both microscopic and thalloid
forms, such as En teromorpha and UrZva, provide foo d for marsh proto zoans ,
nematodes, ostracods and gastropods. The larger algae provide both food and
habitat for aquatic insect larvae and amphipods, that are eaten by both fish
and shorebirds.
Eelgrass supports its own specialized community of benthie invertebrates and
also contributes to the diet of the black brant. Several ducks feed upon
ditch grass, the other submerged aquatic flowering plant species.
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The salt marsh vegetation, domina.ted by pickle~eed, supports a diverse,
largely terrestrial community. B~abbits and mice, coots, rails and ducks
all take marsh plants and seeds. Larval and adult insect herbivores and
saprovores are abundant. These insects provide food for spiders, lizards,
small mammals and a variety of wa.terfowl, shorebirds and land birds (swallows,
sparrows, meadowlarks, redwinged blackbirds, shrikes and erows). Major
predators on the small mammals include the long-tailed weasel, snakes and
several birds--herons, burrowing owls and kites. Rabbits and coots are
taken by larger raptors such as the red-tailed hawk and golden eagle.
Carnivores at the top of the food. chain are now largely excluded from the
PMTC by the securi ty fence, but some foxes and coyotes re]aain.
While quantitative data are not yet available, the salt marsh community
contributes large quantities of plant detritus and other organic material
to the lagoon shallows. This detritus is utilized directly as food by some
of the bottom dwelling invertebrates and it also provides a substrate for
bacteria and other micro-organisms. Such micro-organisms play
important roles in the mineralization of bottom sediments ~I in water chemistry
and nutrient recycling and also provide food for larger organisms. Much of
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Wetland ecosystems occupy the interface between marine and terrestrial
communities and as such they experience continuous variations in species
composition and dynamics. In addition to changes that accompany tidal ebb
invertebrates and smaller lagoon fish provide food for skates, rays and
larger bony fishes, as well as for herons, grebes and peli.2ans. Carnivores
high on the food chain within the lagoon community include both seals and
large sharks. Some of these ecological inter-relationships are summarized
in simplified form in Plate 7.
the lagoon fauna is heavily dependent upon such detritus food chains. The
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Endangered species include both the light-footed clapper rail (top~ Herbert Clarke) and Caljfornia least tern
(bottom; Arnold Small).
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RESOURCE USES
Historically, resource utilization of Mugu Lagoon and the salt marsh
and beach areas surrounding it has primarily involved hunting, birdwatching,
and scientific and educational study. Recreational uses (e.g., swimndng,
picnicking, boating, etc.) generally have been of low intensity due to
heavy local surf conditions and the presence nearby, of more suitable coastal
recreational areas.
Prior to acquisition of the lagoon by the Department of the Navy in the
early 1940s,' residents of the Oxnard-Ventura area regularly hunted waterfowl
and small game along the shores of the tidal marsh. Several private gun
clubs were founded in the immediate vicinity of the lagoon and efforts were
made to establish a series of duck ponds and feeding areas along the northwest
boundary of the wetlands. Bird watchers also visited the lagoon which supported
an abundant and varied population of waterfowl and shorebirds.
With the transfer of Mugu Lagoon to military control and the decision in
1946 to use the site as a test and development center for classified guided
missile weaponry, a strict security program was developed and enforced. As
a result, nondefense related appropriative and nonappropriative resource
uses of Mugu Lagoon largely were excluded from the late 1950s through the
1960s. Basic policy changes were evident by the early 1960s, however, due
to an easing of security restrictions.
Since that time the Navy has not been opposed to resource uses that can be
accomplished without interfering with the Station's military mission. For
example, hunting of waterfowl and rabbits is now permitted in selected
areas and more than 20 scientific investigations and research projects
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The Navy utilizes the air space above Mugu Lagoon while waders such as these snowy egrets feed in the
productive wetlands below. (Photos by R. 0 . Baker)
becoming increasingly concerned about land use p~anning on private lands
adjacent to the PMTC. It has developed a program called "Air Installation
Compatibility Zone" to meet this problem and has received support from
Ventura County Planning Department (Ventura County Coastal Study, Final
Plan, 1974; Baker, 1976).
Bird Watching and Nature Study
On Base
In recent years, the Navy has been very receptive to requests by organized
groups such as the National Audubon Society, Sierra Club and local college
and university classes for controlled access privileges to Mugu Lagoon.
Under present Station policy, established in the early 19708, the Base
Public Affairs Office is responsible for scheduling all bird watching and
general nature study tours at Point Mugu. Public Affairs has provided
guided tours utilizing qualified personnel familiar with the ecology of the
lagoon. Two types of field expeditions have been conducted: "wet foot"
and "dry foot." Wet foot tours involve a certain amount of wading and
disturbance to lagoon habitats; dry foot tours are conducted entir~ly from
existing roads and pathways around the estuary. Presently, only "dry foot"
tours are being conducted, until such time as studies can be made to determine
the actual physical impact of "wet foot" tours on the ecology of the lagoon.
In 1975, approximately 800 persons took advantage of the group tour
privileges extended by the Navy at Point Mugu (Baker, 1976). Among the
participants were members of the Ventura, Santa Barbara and Los Angeles
County chapters of the National Audubon Society; students enrolled in
biology courses at University of California, Santa Barbara, University of
Southern California, Ventura College and Moorpark College and high school
students from the Oxnard-Ventura area.
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orf Base
California Highway 1, which parallels the northern boundary of Mugu Lagoon,
provides the general public with an excellent overview of the central and
eastern portions of the lagoon. Although actual entry to the lagoon is
barred by a security fence, several turnout points are provided along the
hig11way. These are frequently used by the public for birding and general
nature study. In an effort to further public interest in the lagoon and
appreciation for its value as a unique wetlands resource, the Navy recently
dedicated a lagoon ecology exhibit adjacent to Highway 1. This is housed on a
wooden observation deck overlooking the lagoon and consists of a static
display depicting the variety of migratory birds and other terrestrial and
marine life found in the estuary.
Hunting
Hunting on the PMTC in the vicinity of Mugu Lagoon is limited to the taking
of waterfowl and rabbits. Personnel on Station are required to observe all
California Department of Fish and Game regulations, and hunting of waterfowl
and cottontail rabbits is permitted only during the regular state hunting
seasons. Jack rabbits may be taken at any time. Presently', hunting parties
are restricted to active duty and retired military personnel, their dependents
and guests, and civil service and technical contractor personnel assigned to
the PMTC. The Base Security Officer is responsible for enforcing applicable
federal and state hunting laws and citing violators.
Duck Hunting
Plate 8 shows designated waterfowl hunting areas at the PM~:'C. A total of
56 duck blinds and two stalking areas are located on the Station (Fish and
Wildlife Management Plan, 1976). Most of these are situated along the
western border of the lagoon and wetlands, adjacent to the Ventura County
Game Preserve. A notable exception to this locational pattern
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is the eastern stalking area. Duck hunting on Qase is a~inistered by the
Waterfowl Hunting Committee, a volunteer group. This Committee handles all
duck blind and stalking assignments, maintains and repairs the individual
duck blinds, investigates reported hunting violations and provides the Base
Security Officer with recommendations for disciplinary action.
In recent years, duck hunting has been permitted on the base two days per
week (Thursday and Saturday; Fish and Wildlife Management :Plan, 1976)
during the regular duck hunting season. Although detailed figures regarding
hunter use and success are not kept on base, the Chairman of the Waterfowl
Hunting Committee, estimates that more than 3,000 hunter-da;ys we:re logged
during the 1975-76 duck season (18 October 1975 to 18 January 1976). On the
average, 110 to 120 hunters were in the designated duck hunting areas each
Thursday, with 125 to 140 individuals hunting on Saturdays (Buck, 1976).
Several species of ducks are commonly taken on the base including pintails,
mallards, buffleheads, canvasbacks and shovelers.
Rabbit Hunting
Rabbit hunting on the PMTC is permitted in five designated areas (Plate 9).
Hunting for cottontails is authorized on a daily basis in Area A during tb:~
regular state hunting season. Hunting in Areas B-E is permitted only outside
normal working hours (i.e., on weekends and holidays). The bag limit is five
cottontails per day. Jack rabbit hunting is allowed year-round, subject to
the same area and work hour restrictions noted above for cottontail hunting,
but without a bag limit. In calendar year 1975, a totaJ of 45 rabbit hunting
parties, averaging three melubers each, registered with the Base Officer-of-the-
Day for rabbi t hunting permits (Rutherford, 1976). No =ata are available
concerning hunter success rates. It is generally recognized that the rabbit
population on Station has increased excessively in recent year, thus authorized
hunting serves as a control measure (Fish and Wildlife Management Plan, 1976).
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Fishing and Clammin~
Mugu Lagoon is posted off-limits to sport and commercial fishing, although
Navy personnel are authorized to take topsmelt for bait. Dip nets must be
used and bait fishing is currently limited to the Laguna Road Bridge
(Plate 5; Baker, 1976). Unrestricted surf fishing by active duty or
retired mailitary personnel, their dependents and guests, and by base
civil service and technical contract personnel is permitted from most open
ocean beach areas to the south of the lagoon. Ocean fishing also is authorized
from the Navy pier located southeast of Laguna Road and west of the tidal
inlet. Normally, the best catches are made from the pier or the rock erosion
barriers near the lagoon entrance. Flat fish and perch are common in these
areas. Topsmelt, netted in the adjacent lagoon, are often used as bait.
Clamming is currently restricted to the ocean beach south of the lagoon.
Clamming within the lagoon itself is strictly prohibited. Although Baker
(1976) reports a linrited concentration of Pismo clams on the beach just west
of the tidal inlet, no sizeable populations of mature Pis]no clams are known
to exist in either the restricted or unrestricted clamming areas. Thus,
actual clamming activity, other than occasional casual harvesting by Navy
personnel, is virtually nonexistent in the vicinity of MUgu Lagoon.
Picnicking and Swimming
Picnicking and swimming are not permitted within the fenced area surrounding
Mugu Lagoon, or the adjacent lowland and upland habitats. Regular picnicking
activity does take place at the officers' and enlisted men's beaches,
located west of the lagoon tidal inlet and south of the Laguna Road Bridge.
Picnic tables, fire rings and limited restroom facilities are provided at
both locations.
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Local university classes are given "dry tours" to teach students about bird life (top). Recreational uses include
ocean fishing by base personnel (bottom). (Photo by K. B. Macdonald)
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Not surprisingly, scientific interest in the ecology of Mugu Lagoon has been,
and continues to be, significant. For example, during the past 15 years
upwards of 20 research projects using the lagoon as a primary or secondary
study area have been comnlissioned by faculty and graduate students representing
major universities, colleges and research institutions throughout the United
States (Baker, 1975). In order to develop and implement a management plan
for Mugu Lagoon, the Navy has entered into a cooperative agreement with both
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the California Department of Fish
and Game, whereby these agencies, among other things, review the methodology
and scientific value of all proposed research. Once an investigation is
approved by these agencies, continuance of each study is subject to conditions
established by the Base Commander. The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
maintains records of all research requests received, approved and completed.
Copies of all final research reports and publications must be filed with the
Navy and both supervisory agencies.
Following is a partial listing of scientific research already completed,
either wholly or partially at Mugu Lagoon:
Baker, R.O., 1972. Mortality of northern anchovy, Engraulis mordax, in Mugu
Lagoon. PMTC, Point Mugu, unpublished report.
Coulombe, H.N., 1970. The role of succulent halophytes in the water balance
of salt marsh rodents. Oecologia,~: 223-247 .
Jefferson, B.L., 1972. Feeding behavior of the American coot, FuZica
americana, at the U. S. Naval Air Station, Point Mugu, California.
La Verne College, Dept. Biology, unpublished report, 12 pp.
Macdonald, K.B., 1969. Quantitative studies of salt marsh mollusc faunas
from the North American Pacific Coast. Ecological Monographs, 39: 33-60.
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Dr. Bethel (UCLA)--Ecology and behavior of molluscan parasites.
Dr. Casella (Ventura College)--Population dynamics and productivity of
estuarine ecosystem.
Dr. Fischer and students (CSU, Northridge)--Geomorphology, sedimentology
and trace metal distributions.
Drs. Hogue and Manago (L.A. Museum of Natural History)--Ecology of CicindeZa sp.
McNalty, P. (UCSB)--Predation on mulluscs and echinoderms by marsh and sea
birds.
Drs. Mohr and Smith (CSU, Fullerton)--Physical-chemical aspects of the estuary.
Dr. Neher (La Verne College)--Neuromuscular toxins in dinoflagellates and
molluscs.
Drs. Norris and Hunt (UCSC)--Population dynamics of marine birds and mammals.
Dr. Peterson (University of Maryland)--Molluscan behavior and ecology.
Sakai, W. (UCLA)--Disturbances and their relation to species diversity.
Ph.D. candidate.
Dr. Straughan (USC)--Bureau of Land Management, intertidal biota survey.
Dr. Warme and students (Rice University, Texas)--Biogenic sedimentary
structures .
Dr. Wenner (UCSB)--Population dynamics and behavior of Callianassa spp.
Young, P. (California Fish and Game)--establishment of a silver salmon
fishery in southern California.
Zawacki, R. (UCLA)--Shorebird ecology and feeding habits .
Two new studies are scheduled to begin during 1976: (1) Ventura College
will begin a three-year investigation of the lagoon microbiota, fish
populations and general ecology, which has already been approved and funded.
(2) Drs. C. H. Peterson (Univ. Maryland) and R. W. Holmes (UCSB) are
presently awaiting Sea Grant Funding for a potentially very significant study
of biological productivity and ecosystem energetics within the lagoon (Baker, 1976).
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PROBLEMS AND USE CONFLICTS
The location of Mugu Lagoon on a major military reservation operating under
strict security regulations has tended to minimize conflicts in resource
use that would occur if the area were open to the public. Navy ownership
has also precluded developnlents such as have taken place up coast at Port
Hueneme or down coast at Marina Del Rey. Because of the present agreements
between the Navy, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Department
of Fish and Game, it is virtually assured that the lagoon will be preserved
for its natural resource values. However, several critical problems, largely
relating to off-site developments, loom in the future and deserve careful
attention. These problems can be grouped together into four categories:
-water pollution, sedimentation and flood control problems related to Calleguas
..
Creek Watershed; increasing urbanization of agricultural lands surrounding
Mugu Lagoon; increasi.ng pressure for public access, and a lack of coordinated
mallagement efforts.
Water Pollution
On Base Military Sources
In the past, discharge of domestic and industrial sewage into Mugu Lagoon and
the application of pesticides to reduce mosquito populations, represented
potential local sources of water pollution. For example, prior to passage of
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, as amended (33 rr. s. C., 1251
et. seq.), trle Navy was not required to monitor sewage effluent processed on
Station. Consequently, partia11y treated or raw sewage was discharged into
Mugu Lagoon directly or via the wastewa.ter 'holding ponds located at the
conflueIlce with Calleguas Creek (U. S. Bureau, of Reclamation, 1975). This,
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The Navy also has applied organo-phosphate pesticides into the lagoon eco-
system in the past for mosquito control. During the 19608, these chemicals
were applied at several locations in the estuary where stagnant backwaters
or freshwater pools were thought to harbor nuisance mosquito populations.
The organo-phosphates were contained in an oil base compound and delivered
through hand spraying. Although no sampling programs were conducted in
conjunction with the mosquito eradication efforts, it is likely that minor
secondary damage to marsh vegetation and biota resulted. Following a
reassessment of the mosquito abatement program in the early 19708,11 and a
realization that natural reproduction rates of the insects in the tidelands
of Mugu Lagoon were minimal, the Navy abandoned all spraying activity in
the estuary (Baker, 1976).
Agricultural Pollutants--The most common agricultural pollutants discharged
into Mugu Lagoon are nutrients, chemical residues from pesticides and
coliform bacteria from manure. These pollutants enter the estuary via
Calleguas Creek and Oxnard Drainage District ditches. The amount of
pollutants entering the system is greatest following periods of substantial
rainfall when surface runoff from orchards and fields in the watershed area
is particularly heavy. The lagoon and the officers beach near the mouth of
the lagoon have been closed on occasion following periods of heavy runoff
because of high coliform counts. However, regular tidal flushing appears
adequate to purge the estuary of high coliform concentrations within a few
weeks of a storm (U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1975; Baker, 1976). Though
nutrient levels entering the lagoon are not known, the greater growth of
algae in the western arm compared to the eastern arm would indicate that
the nutrient levels are greater there. This situation may be magnified by
the inhibited tidal flows into the western arm.
IMost nuisance mosquitoes were found to originate among frequently watered
ornamental plantings adjacent to certain military installations (Baker, 19(6).
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from industrial toxicants whose discharge is strictly regulated by city and
county ordinances in Ventura County (U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1975).
However, treated sewage effluent discharged into Calleguas and Conejo Creeks
from five municipal and state-operated wastewater processing facilities could
result in a substantial alteration of nutrient levels in the lagoon, especially
if discharge volumes increase. For example, in 1974 sewage treatment plants
located at Camarillo, Moorpark, Simi Valley, Thousand Oaks (Hill Canyon), and
Camarillo State Hospital released an estimated 12,830 acre-feet of treated
effluent into Coneja and Calleguas Creeks (U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1975).
Although most effluent rapidlY percolates into the streambeds during periods
of dry weather, some treated sewage reaches the lagoon during heavy rains.
This discharge undoubtedly adds to the higher than normal coliform bacteria
counts that consistently are recorded in Mugu Lagoon following seasonal storms
(Baker, 1976) G
If flows increase in the future,1I it is anticipated that sewage runoff into
the lagoon will res"alarly occur during the dryas well as the rainy seasons.
However, the Basin Water Quality Control Plan Report (March 1975) calls for
construction of interceptors, wastewater reclamation facilities, and the
consolidation and upgrading of treatment plants. If the plan is implemented,
reclaimed water will most likely be used for agriculture and ground water
recharge. As a result, very little wastewater would be discharged to surface
waters.
lU. S. Bureau of Reclamation (1975) estimates that by the year 2000 the five
existing sewage plants will discharge 43,140 aCFe-feet of treated effluent
annually, an increase of 236 percent over 1974 levels.
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runoff through irrigation) and urbanization throughout the watershed have
further aggravated runoff, flooding, and siltation problems. Stream
channelization has increased the speed with which suspended sediments
move through the watershed and thus raised sedimentation rates within
Mugu Lagoon itself.
The Carpinteria Valley Watershed located on the coast some 35 miles north-
west of Mugu i.s similar to, but smaller than, the Calleguas Creek Watershed •
Here, a comparable siltation problem affecting Carpinteria Mdrsh (Macdonald,
1976c) has been considerably reduced through extensive use of land treatment
measures (brush control) planting protective cover, mulching, irrigation
management, etc.) and construction of debris dams and silt catchment basins
(Santa Barbara County, 1968).
Flood Control
The Calleguas Creek watershed is periodically subject to severe winter flood
conditions (Plate 10). Prior to 1960 the inundated lands were largely
agricultural WId flood damages rarely exceeded $150,000 per occurrence
(U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1972). During the 1950s the Soil Conservation
Service had constructed earth-bottom channels with rock-lined banks along
selected reaches of Calleguas Creek in the Simi Valley, Moorpark, and
Camarillo areas to.provide flood protection for agricultural lands there,
but the remainder of the watershed remained unmodified.
Between 1960 and 1970, rapid urban growth spilling over from the San Fernando
Valley into the Simi Valley and Thousand Oaks areas increased the population
within the watershed from 38,000 to 150,000 inhabitants. Urbanization
adjacent to existing stream channels resulted in substantial dollar increases
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in flood damages.lI This, in turn, resulted in reassessment of the economic
and safety benefits of regional flood control programs. In response to
growing public pressure, the Ventura County Flood Control District embarked
upon a comprehensive program for flood control in the Calleguas Creek Basin
beginning in 1965. Voter approval was obtained in May 1967 for the financing
of a $32,000,000 bond program, mostly comprising channel improvements along
tributary streams in the urban areas of Simi Valley, Thousand Oaks, Newbury
Park, and Camarillo. Channel improvements under the sponsorship of the Soil
Conservation Service, D. S. Department of Agriculture, were also authorized
for construction along Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash (Plate 4).
While locally beneficial, completion of the channel improvements outlined
above would collect and confine tributary flood-flows and thus aggravate
flooding problems further downstream. In December 1966, the D. S. Army
Corps of Engineers was authorized by the U. S. Senate Public Works Committee
to propose and evaluate alternative solutions to these downstream flooding
problems. An information brochure outlining several alternative proposals
was published by the Corps in 1972. Channel modifications along 32 miles of
Calleguas Creek (from Royal Avenue in the Simi Valley to the Pacific Ocean)
and along 7 miles of Conejo Creek (from Arroyo Santa Rosa to Calleguas Creek)
were proposed.
The proposed flood control measures, if implemented, can be expected to
significantly alter both the physical environment and ecology of Mugu Lagoon
and its environs in a number of ways, both direct and indirect. Direct
modifications could include channelization and dredging of Calleguas Creek
IVentura County was declared a disaster area following floods in 1962, 1965
and 1969. Damages in the 1969 flood exceeded $4,100,000 (D. S. Corps of
Army Engineers, 1972).
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through Mugu Lagoon to the ocean; an alternative plan would relocate
Calleguas Creek so that it exited to the ocean northwest of the PMTC
and completely bypassed Mugu Lagoon.
Indirect modifications would result from the increased flood-flows and
greater sediment loads that would be carried by Calleguas Creek as a result
of further channelization. Much of this sediment load would be deposited
within Mugu Lagoon when the flood runoff reached the less turbulent, pro-
tected lagoon shallows. In addition to smothering many benthic animals
(MacGinitie and MacGinitie, 1969), the increased siltation would reduce
the volume of Mugu's tidal prism, limit tidal flushing and cause a general
deterioration in the physical environment of the lagoon. The U. S. Army
Corps also a.cknowledges that elimination of present flooding hazards on the
Oxnard Plain " ... will create developmental pressures to transform agri-
cultural lands to urban lands" (U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1972).
Fradkin (1972) estimated that completion of the proposed flood control
measures would open up an additional 20,000 acres of land for residential,
commercial and industrial development. Such development would not only
further aggravate the problems of runoff and siltation,at least initially,
but it might also seriously compromise the continued viability of the PMTC
(see Military uses). This in turn could threaten the future security of
Mugu Lagoon as a protected wetland habitat.
During the course of the Army Corps of Engineers stuay, seven alternate
proposals for modification of the existing Calleguas Creek channel into
Mugu Lagoon were suggested. The purpose of the proposed modifications was
two-fold: (1) to preclude flooding of the Pacific Missile Test Center,
and/or (2) to minimize long-term sedimentation damage to the Mugu Lagoon
ecosystem and related environments. Each of the seven alternatives is
briefly described below and all are illustrated in Appendix F.
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Proposal G--All flows in Calleguas Creek would be diverted into a new
earthbottom, rock-lined channel running northeast-southwest across the
Oxnard Plain. The new channel would run along the western boundary of
the PMTC, parallel to Runway 3-21 and empty into the ocean just west of
this runway.
As of January 1, 1976, the majority of flood control measures proposed
during the 1960s by both Ventura County Flood Control District and the
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, still awaited authorization and funding •
This includes all proposals to alter the Calleguas Creek channel through
Mugu Lagoon. These delays reflect both the enactment of environmental
legislationhl and changing public policy regarding major flood control
construction projects. For example, under the Flood Dis.aster Protection
Act of 1973 (PL 93-234), the flood insurance program of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development offers incentives, and will soon implement
sanctions, to encourage local governments to restrict land uses in identified
flood-hazard areas. On the State level, the Cobey-Alquist Floodplain
Management Act requires establishment of floodplain regulations as a condition
for state contributions toward the cost of lands, easements, rights-of-way
for local flood control projects (California Coastal Zone Conservation
Commission, 1975).
In-depth analyses of the true environmental, social and economic effects (benefits
and costs) of the alternative flood control proposals is clearly beyond the
scope of this report. Three general conclusions are appropriate however:
(1) Sediments introduced from Calleguas Creek pose a serious long-term threat
to the Mugu Lagoon wetlands. Some form of maintenance dredging and/or
floodplain management will almost certainly be required to combat this threat.
INational Environmental Policy Act (1969) and California Environmental Quality
Act (1970).
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While past developments in and around the lagoon have generally had a
detrimental effect upon this estuarine system, the opportunity now
exists for wetlands restoration. There are no expectations that Mugu
Lagoon will be restored to its former 3,000 acres of pristine marsh, but
much can be done to improve the health and vitality of a large portion
of the presently degraded wetlands (mostly in the western arm).
Although not presently contemplated by the Navy, the possible benefits
of modifying the Laguna Street Bridge and tidegate structure deserves
thoughtful consideration. The bridge presently acts as a dam across the
western arm of Mugu Lagoon; tidal flow is severely restricted by several
culverts beneath it (MacGinitie and MacGinitie, 1969). The tidegates
were originally installed to prevent sea water from entering the Oxnard
Drainage District ditches (Owens, 1976). The gates were in continuous
operation, except for short periods of two to three days each month when
the gates were opened to flush out the western arm or when the mouth of
the lagoon began to close and increased tidal prism was needed. This
procedure was in effect until about 1974 when pumping structures were
constructed on the Oxnard ditches where they entered the base. Since that
time the gates have been help open, except during periods of extreme high
tides when the gates are closed to prevent the filling of perched depressions
in the high marsh for the purpose of mosquito control. Even when the tide--
gates are fully open, the capacity of the culverts is not large enough to
provide uninhibited flows. The removal of this restriction should generally
improve the vitality of marsh in the western arm.
Other restoration measures to be considered include the removal of roads
and levees or installation of culverts to restore tidal flow to areas now
partially or completely isolated and alternatives to inhibiting tidal flows
for mos'quito control.
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Regional Area
The Callegu&s Creek watershed is expected to experience steady urban and
industrial growth through the end of the century. According to projections
released by t~e Ventura County Environmental Resource Agency (1975), a
regional population of 297,700 is anticipated by 1990. This would represent
an increase of nearly 101 percent over 1970.l1 Most of this expansion
will occur within the Simi Valley and in and around the cities of Thousand
Oaks, Camarillo, and Moorpark.
Although urban development will continue to occur adjacent to the Calleguas
and Conejo Creek floodplains, recent flood hazard legislation passed by
the Federal Government (PL 93-234, Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973)
and State of California (Cobey-Alquist Floodplain Management Act) should
slow indiscriminate expansion of housing and industry into areas not already
flood-proofed. A beneficial long-term spinoff from these more restrictive
land use policies should be a reduced demand for conversion of existing
agricultural land to urban uses. This, in turn, will preserve extensive
reaches of Calleguas and Conejo Creeks as "green belt" areas; supporting
well defined wildlife habitats and providing limited recreational opportunities.
The Navy's development of the "Air Installation Compatibility Zone" program
(see Military Uses; Ventura County Coastal Study, Final Plan, 1974),
should also encourage preservation of agricultural lands and open space
in the immediate vicinity of the Pacific Missile Test Center.
Over the long-term, future growth in the watershed area is expected to increase
the volume of sewage effluents and other pollutants entering the lagoon, as
well as creating new pressures for recreational development and public access
to the Point Mugu area .
IThe regional population in 1970 was estimated at 148,248 by the U. S. Bureau
of the Census (1972).
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Construction of the Oxnard LNG facility does not appear to pose any
~ediate or direct threat to the wetland habitats at Mugu Lagoon. It is
appropriate, however, that the following possible long-term impacts be care-
fully evaluated:
1. Impact of possible future expansion of the proposed LNG facility.
2. Greater pressure for future industrial, commercial or residential
development in adjacent areas, because of the presence of the LNG
complex and/or related marine terminal .
3. Changes in ambient air quality.
4. Possible risks relating to down coast transport of tanker related
pollutants or accidental fuel-oil spills.
5. Increased probability of ship collisions and accompanying hazards.
It may be appropriate to draw. up a set of oil spill contingency plans for
the protection of the Mugu Lagoon wetlands. Erection of a sand barrier
across the tidal inlet, for exgmple, may prove effective if maintained
for only a relatively brief time period.
Access
Access to Mugu Lagoon is controlled by the Navy, and unauthorized pUblic use
of the estuary and adjacent beaches is not permitted. The base perimeter is
fenced and posted to discourage encroachment by humans and domestic animals.
Individuals who manage to climb the security fence or cross the open beach
areas at either end of the PMTC, normally are stopped by armed civilian
guards and escorted off of the base. Qualified researchers and other
authorized civilian personnel having legitimate business in the lagoon also
are subject to stringent controls. For example, scientific investigators
collecting samples from Mugu Lagoon are required to obtain appropriate
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collecting permits from the U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife or
the California Department of Fish and Game. Visitors participating in or-
ganized birding or nature study tours are requi~ed to travel en masse under
the direction of a qualified Navy tour guide. As an additional monitoring
and control measure, the Base Security Officer maintains ~ daily log showing
all civilian research personnel and visitors entering the lagoon area. The
only Navy personnel permitted access to the wetlands are those on military
assignments and those hunting waterfowl or rabbits in designated areas
(Plates 8 and 9).
Most scientists and naturalists who have studied Mugu Lagoon believe that
the stringent access restrictions enforced by the Navy over the past
thirty years have been the major contributing factor to the preservation
of the estuary as a diverse and balanced ecosystem. Provided that the
Navy continues to exercise jurisdictional control over the lagoon and adjacent
beach areas, the present policy of noninterference by man in the estuary
should not be difficult to maintain.
There is mounting pressure from many quarters to secure greater public access
to beach areas in coastal California and the possibility exists that the
beaches adjacent to the lagoon might be opened to the public at some future
date. Recently, for example, Congressman Alpbonzo E. Bell, requested the
Department of Defense to declare the beaches adjacent to Mugu Lagoon surplus
to military requirements, in order that they could be transferred to the
California Department of Parks and Recreation and opened for public use.
Parks and Recreation officials were primarily interested in the beach area,
which they stated could be posted to keep the public out of the fragile
lagoon (Fradkin, 1972). The potential impact of this proposal on the lagoon
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undisturbed making it an ideal study site and also providing a "yardstick"
for comparisons with other more disturbed wetland sites.
Environmental disturbances caused by more researchers, more frequent visits,
short-sighted or excessive sampling procedures--even though in the cause of
science--are still disturbances, and must be carefully monitored. If t"he
number of scientific studies proposed for the lagoon and wetlands continues
to increase it may be appropriate to form a "Research Review Committef.~. " The
committee should include representatives from the Navy, the U. S. Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, the California Department of Fish and Game and
University wetlands specialists. Its prime function would be to review
research proposals regarding Mugu Lagoon, screen out weak proposals, reduce
research overlaps and coordinate research activities to minimize undesirable
impacts on the wetlands ecosystem~ This assignment could also be given to the
"Lagoon Management Committee," proposed below (see Lagoon Management)
Introduced Species
In 1973 the California Department of Fish and Game proposed that striped bass!/
and silver (Coho) salmonY be planted in MUgll Lagoon. The purpose of the
project was to determine if large-scale plantings could create a new ocean
sportfishery for southern California. The Navy solicited the opinions of
several prominent marine biologists on the desirability of this proposal.
Their response was generally negative. While further consideration for planting
striped bass in the lagoon has been dropped, the salmon planting proposal is
being implemented.
lNative to the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts; introduced into the San Francisco Bay
Complex in the last century, now occurs between Oregon and Mexico (Fry, 1973)~
2Native to Pacific Coast, Bering Sea and Japan .
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Lagoon Management
In the past, most federal, state, and local government agencies charged
with monitoring the physical, biological, and cultural forces affecting
Mugu Lagoon and its watershed, have displayed only a passing interest in
establishing a formal lagoon management program to coordinate individual
projects affecting this estuary. Consequently, government agencies have
proposed or adopted a number of flood control, water quality, sedimentation,
wildlife management, land use, and coastal resources management plans that
have not been particularly sensitive to the synergistic effects that
collective actions can have on the ecology of the lagoon. This lack of
coordination, has been compounded by federal ownership of the lagoon and
environs. Although the Navy has expressed considerable interest in
cooperating with other agencies having an interest in Mugu Lagoon, federal
ownership technically precludes state and local participation in many
decisions affecting the estuary, per ~ .
What is needed in the future is closer interaction between the Navy and
those federal, state, and local agencies whose pOlicies and actions directly
or indirectly affect Mugu Lagoon. The establishment of a Mugu Lagoon
Management Committee, similar to the San Diego Coastal Lagoon Management
Committee or Morro Bay Task Force, described in earlier California Department
of Fish and Game "Coastal Wetlands Series" reports,lI could prove particularly
beneficial. This committee would provide a central clearinghouse for the
cataloging of all available information on the lagoon as well as coordinating
and promoting interaction between responsible government agencies having
jurisdiction in the lagoon and Calleguas Creek watershed. The committee
ISee "The Natural Resources of Los Penasquitos Lagoon and Recommendations
for Use and Development," March 1974 (pp. 68-70) and "The Natural Resources
of Morro Bay; Their Status and Future," August 1974 (pp. 80-83) .
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Navy, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency,
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, California Department of Fish and Game,
California Department of Parks and Recreation, California Coastal Zone
Conservation Commission, Ventura County Flood Control District, Ventura
County Planning Department, and others).
Specific questions and problems that require in-depth analysis in the immediate
future include:
(1) the potential impact of opening sections of beach frontage adjacent to
Mugu Lagoon to the public;
(2) future flood control programs, as they relate to maintenance of tidal
channels in the lagoon and reduced rates of sedimentatio~;
3. the long-term local effects of continued urbanization and the application
of agricultural pesticides and fertilizers in the regional area.
FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS
Until very recently Pacific Coast wetlands research lagged behind comparable
studies along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts and to date no detailed analysis
of the structure and function of a California wetlands ecosystem is available
(see Macdonald, 1976 a,b). Such knowledge is essential if well informed and
far-sighted decisions concerning future use of California coastal resources
are to be made.
Mugu Lagoon obviously provides an ideal site for collection and analysis of
wetlands ecosystem data. The various physical environments represented
within the lagoon have been described herein and by others. Some data on
tides and water characteristics are available. More needs to be known about
diurnal and seasonal fluctuations in physical parameters (i.e., water
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of migrant shorebirds and waterfowl, for example), how productive it is,
what inputs it requires and what exports it might generate. Ultimately
it will be our understanding of the answers to these last few questions
that will permit far-sighted protection and management of California's
remaining wetlands, and possibly also allow the establishment of artificial
man-made wetland habitats .
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Conunon Name
* Annual bluegrass
Ditch grass
Cordgrass
Arrow-grass
Narrow-leaved cat-tail
Tall cat-tail
Yucca
Eel grass
DICOTS:
Sand verbena
Ink weed
Goldenbush
California sagewort
Saltbush
White-leafed saltbush
Saltbush
* Australian saltbush
Salt-wort
Buckthorn
Giant coreopsis
Salt marsh dodder
Bush-sunflower
Buckwheat
Alkali heath
Shore sandbur
Happlopappus
A-2
Scientific Name
Poa annua
Rupp~a maJUtima
Sp~na 6olio~a
TJUgtocMn maJUtima
Typha aYLgU6U6011i
Typha iili60Ua
Yuc.ca sp.
ZO-6~Vta mMina
VICOTYLEVONEAE:
Ab~onia maJUtima
me.Moi6e.a 0 c..ude.VLtalM
Ambtyopapp~ pU6~~
Atttem,L6ia c.aLi6o~nA..c..a
Atnipie.x lenti6onm~ spp. b~0W~
Atnipte.x leucophyila
AWple.x pCLtu1.a.
Atniple.x -6 e,nU,bacc..Ma
B~ m~ma
Ce.ano~hlL6 sp.
Co~eop-6~ gigantea
C~c..u:ta -6aLina
Enc..etia c.aLino~nica
EJUogonUffl c.inVte.um
FJLanke.nia g~ancUnoUa
F~aY];6~a cham--L6 -60 n-L6
Happlo pappU6 llic.o~de.-6
..
-
..
..

APPENDIX B
IIMarine Invertebrates of Mugu Lagoon-
Connnon Name Scientific Name
PROTOZOANS: PROTOZOA:
Dinoflagellate Noe-tLtuea sp. C/A2:-1
Dinoflagellates (several species) C
Foraminifer ~enop~etta me~eana C
Foraminifer BoUv-ina .6::tJU,atetta A
Foraminifer Bulimenella eieganti.6.6~ma c
Foraminifer Bulim~na denudata c
Foraminifer CoJtVLM pbta. s p • R
Foraminifer CtLibJto upYU.diu.m sp. A
Foraminifer EiprudiUYn sp. C
Foraminifer GiabJtatetta sp. C
Foraminifer fvLLt{,ammtna nl.L6 c.a C
Foraminifer P.6eu.doboUv-ina sp. C
Foraminifer Quinquetoeutina eo~~ata A
Foraminifer Quinqueloeutina laevigata A
Foraminifer Rheophax sp. R
Foraminifer SbteblM bec.c.aJU..i R
Foraminifer TtvLloc.utina sp. A
Foraminifer TJtoc.hammina in6lata A
1/ From MacGinitie and MacGinitie (1969), Warme (1971) and Peterson (1972).
Classification after Barnes (1968); common names after Reish (1968), Hinton
(1969) and McLean (1969); also Smith and Carleton, 1975.
..
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-
..
-
-
-
..
l/ A = abundant, C = common, R rare.
B -1
-

Scientific Name
Neanth~ b~andti C
NeyJhty~ c.aec.o'{d~ C
N~W ealG,{,ni R
Notom~tU6 ten~ A
P~e~ythoe c.atino~nic.a C
Pec;t{,ncve.ia c.atinoJtnien6~ A
P~agmatopoma c.atino~niea R
PlaX.ynVtW b,{c.anaLteulata A
Polydo~a bkac.hyeephata A
Polydo~a lig~ C
Sp~oJtb~ sp. C
MOLLUSCA
Aemaea limatuta c
Aemaea petta C
Aemaea (Notoaemea) pe~ona R
Acmaea ~ c.ab~a R
Common Name
Polychaete worm
Polychaete worm
Polychaete worm
Polychaete worm
Polychaete worm
Ice cream cone worm
Sand-castle worm
Polychaete worm
Polychaete worm
Polychaete worm
Polychaete worm
MOLUSKS:
File limpet
Shield limpet
Limpet
Rough limpet
Snail
Snail
Snail
Sea hare
Salt marsh snail
Wavy turban
California bubble
California horn shell
California cone
B-3
Ae:teouna c.ulcA;te1.ta
Ac:teouna haJtpa
Acteouna ~nc.utta
AyJltj~~a c.ati6oJtnic.a
A~~'{minea tnan6luc.e~
M:tJtaea undo~a
BLLUa goutcU.ana
C~hidea eati6o~nic.a
ConM eati6o~nic.lM
C
R
C
R
A
R
A
A
R
..
..
..

Common Name
Snail
Emarginate dogwinkle
Chiton
Bivalve larvae
Speckled scallop
Yellow apolymetics
California chione
Wavy chione
Basket cockle
Clam
Clam
Clam
Wedge clam
Bean clam
Clam
Sunset clam
Clam
Clam
Clam
Egg-shell cockle
Kelp sca.llop
File shell
Nuttall's lucine
California lyonsia
Clam
Clam
B-5
Scientific Name
S~nu.m -6 eo putO-6 urn R
ThaAA emaJtginCLta R
MopaLta tund6li R
(11 species) C
Aequipecten ~eut~ R
Apolyme~ b~angutata R
CMone eat[60tlMe~~ A
Chione undatetta A
CUno eaJtcU..wn Yl.~ A
Coopetletta -6ubdiaphana A
Ctlyptomya eali60tlMea A
ViplodoYLta otlbettlM R
Vonax eat[n0tlnieuA R
Vonax goutcUt R
Flo!UJne~ obe-6a R
Gani Qat[n0tlMea R
HUeJto donax pac{,n~euA R
Hia;tetta aJtctiea C
KUUa sp. (cf. lapeJtoMli) R
LaevieaJtMum -6ub-6~a;tum C
Leptopeeten iatia~atU6 c
L{ma hemphitti R
LUC).JIAA ea nu:ttaLei R
Lyo~ia eat[~otlniea C
Maeoma expan6a C
~{aeoma ineon6pieua R
-
-
-
..
-
--
..
..
-
-
-



Scientific Name
Venc1Jz.MteJl. ex.eentJUeU6 A
Love~a eo~di6o~~ R
Lyteehinuo p~etU6 R
StJtongytoee~otuo p~p~~ R
Amphipho~ ~quamata A
Lepto~ynapta aib~ean6 C
HEMICHORVATA:
Common Name
BRYOZOANS:
Bryozoan larvae
Bryozoan
ECHINODERMS:
Asteroid larvae
Shallow-water sand star
Echinoid larvae
Sand dollar
Sea urchin
Sea urchin
Purple sea urchin
Brittle star
Sea cucumber
HEMICHORDATES:
ECTOPROCTA:
(several species)
Membnanipona memb~anaeea
ECHINOVERMATA:
(several species)
MtJto pecten aJUnMU6
(several species)
C
R
R
C
R
-
-
-
..
Sea squirt larvae
California lancelet
(Tunicates) C
B~anehio~toma eati6o~nie~e R
B-9
..
..
..
..
-

Connnon Name
Silver (Coho) salmon *
California halibut
White seaperch
Starry flounder
Pile surfperch
Spotfin croaker
Cabezon
Bay pipefish
Scientific Nalne
OncoJthljtlchtL6 wutch
Pa.JtafA,c1Lth lj.6 (~afA, 60JtYUcuo
Phanettodon nU!l..C.a.tlLb
Platic.ht.hlj,6 ,6teUaX.M
Rhac.o C.YU.tM VCl.c.c.a
Ro tlcadoJt .6teCVtYL6U
SljngnathtL6 gnA~eolineat~
-
-
-
* Introduced as yearlings by the California Department of Fish and Game
in 1975.
C-2
-

Common Name
Green heron
Cattle egret
Great egret
Snowy egret
Louisiana heron
American bittern
IBISES AND SPOONBILLS:
White-faced ibis
Roseate spoonbill
SWANS, GEESE AND DUCKS:
Western Canada goose
Lesser Canada goose
Black brant
White-fronted goose
Snow goose
Mallard
Gadwall
Pintail
Green-winged teal
Blue-winged teal
Cinnamon teal
American widgeon
Shoveler
Redhead
Canvasback
D-2
Scientific Name
Bu:toJtide6 v-<Jte6 c~e.YL6
BubuielL6 ibL6
CMmeJtOcUl.L6 alblL6
EgJtefta thLtta
Hy~nM~a tnieo!oJt
BotaWtuo le.YLtig~~no~lL6
P!e.gafu ehiYU
Ajaia ajaja
B~anta eanade.n6A~ oecide.n~
B~n:ta eanade.n6~~ te.ueo paJLua
B~an:ta MgJtieaYL6
AYL6 eJt albi6~oYL6
Che.n c.aeJl.glMe~YL6
AnM pl~y~hyneho-6
AnM -6bte.peJta
AnM aeCLta
AnM cJte.eea eaJtoUne.n6~
AnM fueoM
AnM eyanop.t~a
AnM amvvLeana
AnM c.£ype.ata
Ay.thya ameJvi.eana
Ay.thya vCLW~ne.}j~a
I I
-
-
..
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
--
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
..
..
-
Connnon Name
Greater scaup
Lesser scaup
Bufflehead
White-winged seater
Surf seater
Common seater
Ruddy duck
Common merganser
Red-breasted merganser
Hooded merganser
VULTURES:
Turkey vulture
KITES, HAWKS AND HARRIERS
White-tailed kite
Sharp-shinned hawk
Cooper's hawk
Red-tailed hawk
Red-shouldered hawk
Rough-legged hawk
Ferruginous hawk
Swainson 's hawk
Golden eagle
Marsh hawk
OSPREY:
Osprey
FALCONS:
Prairie falcon
D-3
Scientific Name
Aythya maJlila
Aythya a66ini6
Bueephafa atbeoia
Metanitta degiandi
MelanA.:t:ta peJL6 pic.illa:ta
MelanU::ta tUgfLa
OxyWta jamcUeeJU~
MVtgUl> metLga.~ elL
MelLgM -6 eJr.JtatoJt
Lophodyte.o eueulla:tM
EianUl> ieueWLM
AeupUeIL -6 t.Jvi..-atl.L6
AeupUeIL c,oopeJl.ii
Buteo j amaieeJU~
Buteo UneatU6
Bu:teo lag 0 pM
Buteo JtegalM
Buteo ~waiJU0 M
AgtUla ehfLY-6aeto~
C,[fLeM eyaneM
PancUo n ha£i,aetU6
Fafc.o meUc.anM

--
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..
-
-
..
-
-
-
-
-
..
-
-
Common Name
Common snipe
Long-billed curlew
Whimbrel
Spotted sandpiper
Willet
Greater yellowlegs
~ Lesser yellowlegs
v' Least sandpiper
~ Pectoral sandpiper
./ Dunlin
Short-billed dowitcher
Long-billed dowitcher
Western sandpiper
Marbled godwit
Sanderling
AVOCETS, AND STILTS:
American Avocet
Black-necked stilt
PHALAROPES:
Northern phalarope
GULLS AND TERNS:
·Western gull
Herring gull
California gull
Ring-billed gull
Glaucous-winged gull
Scientific Name
Capetla gaiUnago
NumeMM ameJl.ieanM
NumeniU6 phaeopU6
A~ maeulaJL.ia
Cato ptJtophoJu.L6 -6 enU.pa1matl.L6
TJU,nga metanoleuc.a.
TJU,nga 6lav,ipe6
Ca.L[~ m,inuUeea
Ca.L[~ mdano.to-6
Ca.L[~ CLtp,ina
L~mno~omuo g~eU6
L~mno~omM -6eoippaeelL6
Ca.L[~ maUfL,{,
LA1no-6a 6edoa
CaL,[~ CLtba
Ree~v~o-6tJta ameJl.ieana
HA1nanWpU6 meueanuo
Lo b~pe-6 tobatlL6
LaJtM oeuden~
LaJtU6 aJtg en,ta.tl.L6
LaJtu-6 eat[6oJtMeuo
LaJtlL6 deR..awaJten-6~
LaJtlL6 glauee-6 cen-6
D-5
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-
-
Common Name
HUMMINGBIRDS:
Anna's hummingbird
Rufous hummingbird
Allen's hummingbird
KINGFISHERS:
Belted kingfisher
WOODPECKERS:
Common flicker
Common flicker
TYRANT FLYCATCHERS:
Western kingbird
Cassin's kingbird
Ash-throated flycatcher
Black phoebe
Say's phoebe
Western flycatcher
Western peewee
Vermilion flycatcher
LARKS:
Horned lark
SWALLOWS:
Violet-green swallow
Tree swallow
Rough-winged swallow
Barn swallow
Cliff swallow
D-7
Scientific Name
Calypte anna
Se£.a6 pho!L~ !Lu6~
Se£.a6 pho!LU6 -6 Min
MegaeeAyie. alc.yon
CO!aptM aUJt~ aU!Laj:~
Co!aptu auJtatU6
TyJta.nnU6 veJt:tic.ai.M
TY!Lann~ voci6~n6
My.iaJtehU6 cinVta6 c.eYL-6
Sayon~ nig~c.an6
Sayo!L~ -6aya
Emp~donax di66i~
CoYLtopLL6 .6onciLduiLL6
PYILoeephalUh ILubinuA
Enemo pWa alPe1> tJc.M
Tac.hycineta thala6.6~na
I~dopnoc.ne b~c.ololL
Steig~dopt~yx nu6~c.o~
H-Vtundo ILMuea.
Pe~oc.hetIdon pynnhonota

--
-
..
-
-
-
-
-
Common Name
SHRIKES:
Loggerhead shrike
STARLINGS:
Starling
VIREOS:
Warbling vireo
WOOD WARBLERS:
Orange-crowned warbler
Nashville warbler
Yellow warbler
Yellow-rumped warbler
Yellow-rumped warbler
Townsend's warbler
Hermit warbler
MacGillivray's warbler
Yellowthroat
Wilson's warbler
WEAVER FINCHES:
House sparrow
MEADOWLARKS, BLACKBIRDS AND ORIOLES:
Western meadowlark
Yellow-headed blackbird
Red-winged blackbird
Tricolored blackbird
Hooded oriole
Northern oriole
D-9
Scientific Name
StUfLYtM vulgo.JlJA
vVteo gilvlL6
VeJl.miv0 fta c.ei.llta
V~vo~a ftUn~capiita
Vendno~c.a petec.hia
VendJto~c.a c.oftonata
VendJto~c.a C.OftO~c.
VendJto~c.a town6endi
VendJto~c.a oc.cide~
OPOftOft~ toimiei
Geothtyp~ tnic.haA
WilionA.,a pU6iita
St~netta neglec.ta
Xanthoc.ephaiU6 xanthoc.ephatU6
AgetaiU6 phoe~c.e~
Agetai~ tnic.oloft
I c.teJtuo c.uc.utlcUu6
Ic.teftU6 ga£.buta bu.tloc.W

--
APPENDIX E
1/Mammals of Mugu Lagoon-
-
Common Name
MARSUPIALIA:
Virginia opossum
INSECTIVORA:
Ornate shrew
California mole
LAGOMORPHA:
Scientific Name
-
-
-
-
Black-tailed jack rabbit
Desert cottontail
Brush rabbit
RODENTIA:
Beechey ground squirrel
California vole
House mouse
* California mouse
Deer mouse
Western harvest mouse
* Desert woodrat
Botta pocket gopher
LepM C1tLi60lLMC.lL6
SytvUagU6 aud.ubo~
SylVUa,gU6 baehmani
Oto~penmophilU6 b~~c.h~yi
MicJLo,tu6 c.ili60 Jtnic.lL6
MLL6 mLL6 C.u£.U6
Pettomtj-6 c.u.6 manic.u1..MU-6
ReLt~odontomy~ megato~ lim~c.ola
N~otoma l~p)'da
Thomomy~ bo:ttae
..
..
..
1/ From Coulombe (1970), Fish and Wildlife Management Plan (1974) and
R. O. Baker (personal communication, 1975).
* Abundant in adjacent chappara1 habitats •
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APPENDIX F
Flood Control Alternatives
Calleguas Creek and Mugu Lagoon
Proposed by
u.s. Corps of Army Engineers
Los Angeles District
1972
F-l
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Appendix G (continued)
f. this plan vill be reviewed .-117 by die aSeftCie8 COQC....d.
3. 'thacooperativQ plan ia executed to tJnplement that pllaae of • ~1'V.,t1Dn
progralt which 18 of iotez-est to the Stat~ • u. S. Bureau of Sport
F1aber1e. ead Wildlife, aod theCelUorai" Department of Fish amd <.14ttIe.
a. UDdor t:I.1e authority deleaated to hill by higher conmand, the COJavlllding
Officer:. u. S. tkWI1 Air ltatloa, JDiat H&a.au. California. lkereiDafter re-
ferred to •• the CoIIaaadtaa Officec.te a-CCIpllaeo as the official repre-
aeatat1ve of • Depara-at of the tiftJ tel- ,..,.•• of tll!e asreement.
b. UDder the autho~lty "..ted 1D wa. • 1.e8101Ull Director. Bureau of
Sport Ft••rUM and Wildlife, he...lDa~ tef_ed to 88 the aea10Dtll
Duocto¥". t.a ...cogntaed .. the official ..,......tivc of the Dunau of
SpoJ:t F1Iberiea aDd Wildl1,!••
e. UDder the authorlty vested 111 Ida by law. of the State of callfom.1a.
the D1.recto1:. California DepaJ:1:meDt of 'Hh aDd Gale, bereiuafter referred
to as the Director, is recosrataed .. the off1c1&l repJ:eeentative of the
State of CaliBorn1a •
d. By definition. action by 01' aid to the Department of the Navy shall
be underatood to refer spec1flcal1y to the Statio..
e. In thia agreement the Ca11forDta DepartmeDt of Flah and Game. the
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife end the Department of the Nzrvy will
assist eacll other in prepariDg a1ld ea~ns out a well balatlCed fish and
wildlife program for this Statton.
f. rrbe Dureau of Sport Fl8herles antl Wil(111fe aud the California
Dep.rf:m(~ntof Fish and Game will aid the Station by providing, 1vithin tl1t~
limits of a~ilable funds, the following plana ~t services:
(1) '~ssi8t~3ilCC ill dcvelopnel1t of a tnaate~ fish and wi.ldlif(~ r~1anogcnient
plan for tl~c u. s. 'Ja,\Tsl Air Station, Point liugu and Satl Nicolas Isla,ll,u.
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which p.lans will1>c placed :ttl oper4tion only aft(~l· tllCY bave the aJ'PZ1'V81 of
(2) PuI\t1A auch pet'8ODUel aB ma, be aval1abl,e to prE:parc manag'l1lent
plana and a4v1ee ta the devclopaBl1:t and ii11pCOvement of tile J<luiguaccd flab
and wildlife area••
g. !be Statton will aaslet tho Bureau of Sport Fiabert.. _ Wi14Uee
and the CGlifortlia Det:·artmcnt of ~"1ah and Game in the following s
(1) l~:xecutlonof tho maater fish and wild11.. fc tr.anagcm.fJtlt Qnd luibita.t
be done \J'1thOllt injury to dle ai11tnry ElissWD. of thG Statimrt.
(2) iJ.O~; ~lVG~LlaulL equif'"1J.Cnt to be utilized £01' f1a11 gnd wildlife
devclopoont, Wen 8Ucll ell1P1oymcl1t nIl n.ot il1terfere vitli. tllle prinUlry
purpose of such equipmellt.
and regulati0D8.
(4) In the event that Navy regulaUons or procedures or I(cd(:"!:r:al Law
require that action in reapect ~o laDda of the Stat100 be taken or approved
by other. than the Cot~nd:lng OffLcer, it 18 undentaod that he 11111 InitiAte
tlle ooeessary atepa to ob,taiD auch approval or action 1n respect to such
ac-tion. concc1.--ning .aid 1aada •• 18 mutually agreeable to tl~o C~~'I:lQnd1ng
Officer. the Regional Director aad the Direaor.
1,. The implnment.t1oD of thu agreanent will 10 DO way intel'fere w:Lth
the military pw::po8·e of the area-
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Appendix G (continued)
1fl11 be clone oaly by mutual coaaento,f tile tllrc.p agencies.
Clam 8110 pass pfttll1t,t DD Fo.. 1.211.
k. Off1ce•• of the California Departm.el1t of Pial)..and~ aed the U. S.
applicablo ·State aDd Fe<:len.l 1_ 1a aec.o"Nallf3 With the,a h.pective juri.·
dlet10QS wllel1 granted aeecl. to thc{ .Gt~tiaB in aecord.ance with parafl1:&ph 3.j.
above •
harvest of tUb and~ on the Station subject to applicable StatioD I'eau-
1at1ol1 exc.ept where such public part.tc.ip4tian must nceesur1~y be lia1ted at
• diaeretion of tIle CO't'i.11lauding O:2£iccr of the StatiO\lond in accordance
with !'iavy regulaCioua. Public access to the StatiGD m the pu¥PO'G of
hunting, fiabitls and trapping \;1i11 l~ gra,nt-cd and coDtJ:Olled by the CoraMndlll:J
Officer of the StatlOG.
5. Licensee, pexmlta and fee. for buntl.. f1ebiq and tz-appins aball be
required in accor·darwe with applicable State and Fedaral law. and Station
regulatiOlUt •
6. 'l1\e Realowal Director. ~eau of SpoI:t Plallrerte. tUlC! Wildlife, Departmeo,t
of the Iatenor will 4ea1pate the aSlDete. of the Pedel1l1 Govertll't'leut. -tad
the DueKer. callfoftWa Deplrtmeftt of rub a114 a- will deaignate the
State as-lee to pcev1cle technical pldaaee. Aa.iataace reDder:ed will be
G-4
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7. This agreem.ent 11111 be :lD effect indefinitely. but ..y be n:oclif1ed or
_ndaJ. by IllUtu.el agreement by the authorized r~eaeDtat1vel~of the three
~.I p'rovtded,~. that _ CcXuandilli Officer upoa~ written DOtice
to • ).U)g1onal Director and the J)l'feceo~ 8ball baYe the riPe to tel1D1Date
thl1 aare...t 1D .-I.e .. in ,.. .- aay time whea, ia the op1a1oD of the
Ccmnantl1ng Officer, thG ud.l1tal7 $.1on of the IQatal1ation 01' other re-
quiremet1ts of the National Defcmae ruke i.c.oeceaNI)' to do 10,. Only mutual
.8¥e_llt by the eouaandiDI Officer. the l\egiODfll Director and the Director
..y teDBinate this .gre~ foe other 1:'....... The latent olf thta
restrietion 18 to ineure the ..-otinuity of the fLsh and w11dl,lf'e and land
....gElDe1lt prosr-a.
8. Ibis agreement will bcCOIE pIlrt of the _tel:' plan for the coaaernticm
of renewable natural resource. for the St.,,,-. This muter plan will
include nlCa8ures for the conaervation of .il. vater, sr•••ul1d8. wildlife
aDdgrouuds maintenance.
/
_"W:IdlQ8 Of c'er
u. s. Nlrlal Air Station.
-
-
-
1. (Dltte). -.
I••
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APPENDIX H
'FISH AND WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT PLAN
-PACIFIC MISSILE TEST CENTER, POINT MUGU, CALIFORNIA
t INCLUDING SAN NICOLAS ISLAND·
CONFORMED COpy
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APPENDICES*
Memorandum of Agreement between the Department of the
Navy and the Department of the Interior relating to
Protection of Wildlife, Ecological and Other Natural
Resources in Mugu Lagoon, Pacific Missile Range,
Point Mugu, California dated 10 December 1974.
(Navy Contract number NF(R)-23499)
Species of Birds at Pacific Missile Test Center,
Point Mugu
Species of Mammals at Pacific Missile Test Center,
Point Mugu
Birds of San Nicolas Island
Mammals at San Nicolas Island
Marine Game Species
Point Mugu and San Nicolas Island
Fishing Regulations, Pacific Missile Test Center,
Point Mugu
Fishing Regulations San Nicolas Island
Hunting Regulations, Naval Air Station, Point ~gu
Enclosure (1) Rabbit Hunting
Enclosure (2) Waterfowl Hunting
Map of Naval Air Station, Point Mugu
Map of San Nicolas Island
Environmental Impact Assessment
*The appendices of the Fish and Wildlife Manag~ent Plan were not
included in this report.
Most of the information contained in these appendices (as it
relates to Mugu Lagoon) is in the report.
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Appendix H (continued)
FISH AND WILDLIFE MANAGEMEST PLAN
'Pacific Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, California
'Including San Nicolas Island
I. Introduction
This plan is in consonance with, and furtherance of, the approved Coopera-
tive Plan for the Conservation and Development of Fish and Wildlife at the
Pacific Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, C~lifornia, including San Nicolas
Island dated 10 June 1963. This plan is also in consonance with the
Memorandum of Agreement between the Department of the Navy and the Depart-
ment of Interior relating to Protection of Wildlife, Ecological and Other
Natural Resources in the Mugu Lagoon at the Pacific Missile Range, Point
Mugu, California dated 10 December 1974 (see Appendix A). The purpose of
this plan is to implement those phases of fish and wildlife conservation
which are of mutual interest to the Pacific Missile Test Center, Point
Mugu (including San Nicolas Island), hereinafter referred to as the PMTC,
the Fish -and Wildlife Service of the Department of Interior, hereinafter
referred to as the Service, and the California Department of Fish and Game,
hereinafter referred to as the Department.
Objectives
1. To develop a fish and wildlife management plan consistent with the
primary mission of the PMTC.
2. To designate the fish and wildlife species of grestest importance.
Emphasis will be placed on species unique to Point Mugu and San Nicolas
Island.
3. To develop plans mutually agreed upon by all three signatory
agencies which will maintain or improve existing fish and wildlife habitat
and to set forth the requirements for implementation and maintenance of
such plans.
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AwenQix H (continued)
4. To encourage and assist in scientific studies and the formulation
of programs for public orientation.
II. General Description
A. Physical Features and Size
The PMTC is comprised of two principal and separate parcels of
land -- Point Mugu, situated along the coast in Ventura County and San
Nicolas Island, located 65 statute miles south-southwest of Point Mugu.
1. Point Mugu
The PMTC complex at Point Mugu is approximately 4511 acres in
size. All of the area is level and the elevation is just slightly above
sea level, except for 40 acres on Laguna Peak. (For map see Appendix J.)
2. San Nicolas Island
San Nicolas Island is approximately 9 miles long. averaging
about 3 miles in width, with a land area of 13,370 acres. The southern
shoreline is typified by cliffs averaging 500 feet in height with maximum
height reaching 907 feet. The interior of the island is a rolling mesa,
consist~ng of eroded soils covered with sparse vegetation. Vegetation
consists of coarse grasses and forbs, interspersed with large shrubs. The
erosion processes of wind and rain, together with the sparceness of vege-
tation and poor soil stability, tend to create the island's unique physical
features. (For map see Appendix K.)
B. Climate
Point Mugu is in a climatic region that may be classified as semi-
arid. Because of its proximity to the Pacific Ocean, the area is directly
influenced by marine conditions. Detailed climatic data are listed below:
H-5
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1. PMTC, Point Mugu
a. Precipitation
The average annual precipitation is 10.5 inches with over
95% occurring from November through April.
b. Winds
Prevailing winds are from the west and the average
velocity is 8 knots. Slightly greater wind conditions usually occur from
January through April.
c. Temperatures
The average maximum temperature is 66.5 degrees
Fahrenheit and the average minimum is 50.4 degrees Fahrenheit. Extreme
temperatures of 104 degrees Fahrenheit and 27 degrees Fahrenheit have been
recorded.
d. Relative Humidity
The mean annual maximum and minimum relative humidities
are 91% and 57%; all months have had periods of 100% relative humidity,
and it has reached values of less than 10% in all months except April,
July and August.
e. Fog and Clouds
Fog and low clouds are prevalent during the spring and
summer months, usually occurring from late afternoon until next mid-
morning. Fog does not produce any measurable precipitation but may
influence irrigation requirements by reducing the evapotranspiration
rate in plants.
H-6
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Appendix H (continued)
a. Lower Littoral Zone
This zone is extremely saline and consists of 514 acres.
The low lying areas are usually inundated, at least during.periods of
mean high tide. Soils range from undifferentiated Alviso soils to land
covered by the waters of the lagoon. These sites are essentially barren
of plant life, extremely saline, and quite wet.
b. Upper Littoral Zone
This zone is very wet, very saline and consists of 996
acres. These sites are at a slightly higher elevation than the inundated,
extremely saline sites described above. Although these areas are not as
wet or saline as the sites described above, they are very wet, being
inundated occasionally by tidal action and are very saline.. Soils are
characterized by the undifferentiated Alviso soils. Predominate vege-
tation in this zone is Salicornia sp.
c. Maritime zone
(1) Wet, saline sites consisting of 424 acres. These
sites lie at a somewhat higher elevation. Although they are poorly drained,
they are not as wet nor as saline as the other two sites. Alviso soils
predominate, although minor acreages of Camarillo, Clear Lake,'and Pacheco
soils also occur.
The important vegetation includes Australian and California Saltbushes
(Atriplex sp.), saltgrass (Distlchlis sp.), ink ~eds (Allenrolfea sp.),
and alkali blight (Suaeda sp.).
(2) Sand dune sites (including beaches) consisting of
433 acres. Some of the sand dune areas are fair~y well covered with
H-8
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Appendix H (continued)
Shifting sands cover a large part of the western portion of the island.
The only vegetation found in this section of the island is in areas
where beachgrass has been introduced and other unidentified native plants
exist.
D. Inventory of Waters
1. Point Mugu
The only fresh water areas on the PMTC complex are three small
manmade lakes on the golf course, the Oxnard Drainage District ditch and
Calleguas Creek. The Oxnard Drainage District ditch receives irrigation
waste water from agricultural lands to the west. Ca11eguas Creek is
normally almost dry, but carries a large amount of water during and
immediately after each winter rain storm.
E. Wildlife
1. Point Mugu
There are over 205 identified species of bird life found on the
PMTC complex. A listing of those identified is provided in Appendix B.
Most sp~cies are dependent on Mugu Lagoon and adjacent marsh areas for
their existence.
A variety of mammals inhabit the PMTC complex. A listing of those identi-
fied is provided in Appendix C. Twenty-one species of fish have been
identified in the Lagoon. Eleven fish species important to sport and
commercial fishing are known to breed in this estuary.
Four endangered avian species inhabit the station; i.e., the Pelecanus
occidentalis californicus (California Brown Pelican), Rallus longirostris
obsoletus (Clapper Rail), Sterna albifrons browni (California least tern),
H-IO
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Appendix H (continued)
species during his observations during the period 1962-64. Many species
of water and shore birds frequent the island and its water during migration.
A large western gull, Larus Occidentalis, rookery is located on the north
end of the island. A listing of shore and water birds is provided in
Appendix D.
The marine mammal rookeries on San Nicolas Island are of
especial importance because of their predominent support of the marine
mammal population on the West Coast. The total Pacific population of
pinnipeds (Order Pinnipidia) on the West Coast has been estimated in
excess of 20,000 animals by the National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA,
Department of Commerce. Five species, numbering in the order of 6000-7000
animals, are found on the San Nicolas I:sland. These species are listed in
Appendix E.
III. Present Use of Area
A. ~litary Mission
. To provide range support for the Department of Defense and other
designated governmental agencies for launching, tracking, and collecting
data in guided missile, satellite and space vehicle research, development,
evaluation, and training programs and actual operations.
B. Agriculture
There are no agricultural activities on the PMTC Complex or San
Nicolas Island
c. Fishing
1. PMTC complex, Point Mugu
H-12
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Appendix H (continued)
b. Ducks
Controlled duck hunting is allowed on the PMTC complex.
(See Appendix I for complete regulations.)
2. San Nicolas Island
Until the introduction of chukars in 1967, there were no game
birds on San Nicolas Island. The hunting of chukars is prohibited.
E. Ecological Studies
1. Point Mugu
In the past the lagoon was used by the ~avy in a study of
marine life with emphasis being placed on the larger mammals such as the
porpoise and the sea lion. In addition to this official study, research
projects on various species of flora and fauna have been conducted by
colleges and universities.
2. San Nicolas Island
Research projects have been conducted in the past by various
un1versities. These projects have varied from the study of the pinnipeds
to the island's night lizard.
IV. Fish and Wildlife Recreation· Potential
A. Birdwatching
The marsh and lagoon area at Point Mugu offers a great potential
for future nonappropriative recreation such as birdwatching. More
birdwatching in the dry foot mode should be encouraged if it can be
accomplished without interferring with the PMTC complex's mission.
B. Hunting
1. Point Mugu
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Appendix H (continued)
alternatives will be utilized when feasible. This includes developments
proposed by the PMTC as well as developments proposed by other agencies.
2. San Nicolas Island
Erosion Control Plan
Because of the generally steep topography around the perimeter
of the southern portion of the'island, erosion due to rainfall runoff is"8
major problem. The PMTC has established regulations to control damage to the
existing vegetative cover and in addition, actively promotes the growth and
expansion of the existing,cover by fertilization and irrigation' within the
limits of available resources.
. B. Management Program for Wildlife Species
1. Preservation and Introduction of Species
The PMTC, in cooperation with the Service and Department, will
establish such regulations consistent with military operations as are
appropriate for the preservation of wildlife species in the existing
habitat. This includes hunting and other forms· of recreation'on the
complex. From time to time by mutual consent, the Service and the Depart-
ment may consider the introduction of additional species to be desirable.
In such instances, the PMTC will provide such assistance as will not
detract from the military mission; however, basic responsibility for all
effort connected with said introduced species will rest with the Service
or Department or both jointly.
2. Feral Animals
PMTC regulations will be issued forbidding unneutered animals
from being brought to San Nicolas Island. Pets such as mice, rats and
other rodents will be expressly forbidden by regulation.
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Appendix H (continued)
VII. Marine Resources Plan
The complete protection given the marine mammals on San Nicolas Island
will continue. In this regard, human disturbances during the calfing and
breeding season will be discouraged.
Sea otters historically were an abundant species of the Channel Islands.
These highly-prized animals were plundered to extinction :J:.n this area by
early 19th Century fur hunters. Future studies to determjne feasibility,
interest and conflicts to re-establish sea otters on San Nicolas Island will
be considered and undertaken if justified.
The Department, 1n cooperation with the Service, PMTC t and the National
Marine Fisheries Service will investigate the feasibility of an experiment
involving the planting of Pismo clams at San Nicolas Islmld. Pismo clams
do not naturally occur at this island which is located within the species'
range but is a considerable distance offshore.
VIII. Law Enforcement
PMTC will assist the Service and Department in regula'ting hunting and
fishin~ at Poin~ Mugu and San Nicolas Island subject to t"he Service's
regulations, all provisions of the Department's Code and regulations,
the Federal Migratory Bird regulations, the National Marine Fisheries
regulations, and PMTC orders. (See Appendices G, H, and I for current
PMTC regulations.)
IX. Annual Meeting and Reports.
A. Meetings
An annual meeting will be held between the signatory agencies in
March of each year to review progress and to prepare an cLnnual work plan
for the comming year. The Commander, Pacific Missile Test Center, Point
Mugu will call this meeting.
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Commander
Pacific Missile Test Center
A~egionalDir or
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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l-lEMORANDUM OF AGREaro;T
BETtfEEN
THE DEPAR'J.1.IENT OF TIlE NA\"l
AND
THE DEPAR1MEI~T OF THE INTERIOR
RELATING TO
..NF(R)"- 23l~ 9 9
PROTECTION OF l·TILDLIFE", ECOLOGICAL .AND OTHER l~ATURAL RESOURCES IN "
MUGU L.L\GOON, PACIFIC }iISSILE RANGE
" POINT MUGU, CALIFORNIA
On this 10th day of _D_e_ce_m_b_e_r - , 19 74, the Secretary'
of the Navy and the Secretary of the Interior
ACTI1~G in pursuance of J or in furtherance of the 'Pu't"pOS~!S of the
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (72, Stat. 563; 16 USC 661 et~
• seq.); the Sikes Act (74 Stat. 1052; P.L. 86-797); and 'the Endaniered
..
-
Species- Act of 1973. (p.L.• 93-205), and '.\... •
.
-RECOGNIZING: (1) that Mugu Lagoon is a unique and valuable estuarine
.t'esource containing habitat for a large variety of miBr'ator}~ birds,
and other terrest~ial and marine life in unusu&l ecological relation- .
. ,.
ships; (2) that preservation and study of this ecologieally unique
estuary would be in the national public interest. and (3) that the
Department of the Interior, through the Fish and Wildlife Se~viee~
being experi.enced irl the preservation and management of .~uch out-
t 'st~nding resources, should assume joint responsibility for the
protec~iorl of these pr~celess n~tion31 possessions>
-
-
..
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NF(R)- 23 49 9
Officer, Na'val Air. ~tation,. Point l"lugu J for the control of non-military
uses of the Lagoon, ·including.r.visitatio~~re.c.reat.iQ~al1Ld ecologicaY
studie._ thereby to minimize adverse impacts on the Lagc)on '::1 ecological
values:
(e) to provide to the Department of the Navy copies of reports
on the resources of the Lagoon as they become available, together
with recommendations for continued resource protection ~and manage-
ment.
ARTICLE II. The Department of the Navy hereby agrees:
. .
(a) to permit Department of the Interior personr~~l and ~.P~~Jl8
i~.uthori~etl::·b'Ytth~Dq~nbof··~'the·"Intet:mato' make bi.ological •
. investigations' and studies of said Lagoon in a manner and at a time
consistent with its use by the Na:vy j
(b) to assist .in the preservation and D1anagen~ent of' such
resources;
(c) to prohibit access to the La,goon. for non-military purposes,
of all personnel except those ~~~~~~.~4+withthe Department
.of the Interior and meeting the provisions of l-..rticlc "II~ Part (a).
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defense purposes, the Lagoon, other station wetlands, and adjoining
uplands as mutually agreed upon, will be made available for transfer
(c) that in the event the area is no longer needed for national
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~
NF(Rl- 23 49 9
-
-
\
to the Department of the Interior for 'ad~inistration as part of the
· National Wildlife Refuge Syst~J consistent with federal statutes
~ and regulations;
(d) that the use of the Lagoon by. the Dep2.rtment of the travy may
include outdoor recreational activities wit~ the concurrence of the
Department of the Interior, when these are not detrimental to the
preservation of the ecological values of the Lagoon;
(e) that the Department of the Interior may enter into agreements
. with educational, research, and scientific organizations, and govern-
. mental agencies in carrying out its responsibilities under this
agreement, and shall coordinate .those activities of such other persons'
or institutions. Such agreements shall be consistent with the
. existing tri-party fi~ld level Fish and Wildlife Conservation Plan
prepared in cooperation with the California Department of Fish and
Game for the entire Naval Station as approved October 22~ 1963 J and
other supporting plans thereto.
(f) that our Departments, to assure consistent and effective
administration of the Lagoon, ~·1ill cloordinate the administrc:tion of
our respective responsibilities under this Agreement.
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•
IN WITNESS lffiEP..EOF , the parties hereto have set their hands allO seals
as of the day) month, and year first above written.
. '. 711(/~&lj~{/ZL
Asst .Secretary of the Navy
(Ins~allat~pns and LogistiCS)I '. .
e:::{j~&.. ,-,~~ I?
Secretary of the Inteiior ~
•
... "~ ....
I
J
"
. ~ '.
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